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Dowd Addresses
Justico System
BY BRIAN HOWLAND
The six-we- ek long Justice sym-poiia- m,
sponsored by the Speakers
and Topics Committee of the Stu-
dent Activities Board continued on
Monday, April 19, in Lean Lecture
Room when David Dowd. Jr.
presented a lecture on the workings
of the criminal justice system in
the State of Ohio.
This, the second lecture, proved
to be quite a departure from the
opening lecture. While the first talk
in the series primarily considered
the justice system as a tool by
which the capitalist class represses
the working class, the second lec-
ture dealt with the efficiency and
goals of the justice system.
Dowd, a 1951 graduate of The
College of Wooster, and a former
Prosecuting Attorney for Stark
County, and now a Canton attorney,
spoke on. "The Criminal Justice
System: A Study in Expectations
and Frustrations." Mr. Dowd, who
gained additional insight into the
criminal justice system while serv-
ing on the Ohio Organized Crime
Prevention Council, the Technical
Committee to the Ohio General
Assembly, and the Advisory com-
mittee to the Ohio Supreme Court,
has been both a public prosecutor
and a private-practic- e attorney.
In his lecture - Dowd presented
V
." what
.
he believes to be the majorr a f 1puouc expectations oi we criminal
, Continued on Page 4 ;
Copeland Defeats
Cultural Proposal
BY RODNEY McCALISTER
During the final faculty meeting
of last quarter, President Henry
Copeland cast a tie breaking vote
which defeated the Cultural Defini-
tions Requirement proposal.
The proposal would have re-
quired every student to take in
addition to regular course require-
ments a further course in either
Black Studies, Women's Studies or
Third-Worl-d Studies.
The Black Student Association
said in a general statement that
Copeland's vote was indicative of
the "conservative trend that cur-
rent students are facing and incom-
ing freshmen will have to face if
not turned around."
Other students said that the vote
"shows a lack of real interest in
breaking down barriers of racism
that exist" at the College. The
defeat also lends very serious Im-
plications that "stereotypical views
will continue to be prevalent" '
The Voice interviewed several
people who bad decisive interests
in the proposal itself. As to why the
proposal was defeated the origina-
tor of the proposal felt that some
faculty were ignorant of the bene-
fits andor spirit of the proposal.
Even though it is generally agreed
that there is a need for the "aver-
age American" student to broaden
bis or her perspective, the propos-
al's originator, who requested that
his name not be used, said "some
questioned the whole intentions of
the proposal."
President Copeland said the prob-
lem he saw with the proposal "is in
Continued on Page 5
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Initiation Week came to an end last weekend as over 40 percent of
the freshman class became members of the various sections. Photo
By Dianna L. Troyer.
Herpes Causes Serious Emotional
Problems For Infected Students
EDITORS NOTE; Students'
names in the article were changed
at the request of those involved. .
BY DIANNA TROYER
Hank learned the value of friend-
ship in the last couple months. His
lifestyle has changed a lot, , too.
When you get herpes simplex virus
Type 2. the incurable venereal dis-
ease, you need to talk with some-
one. Without his friends' emotional
support. Hank would have had an
even tougher time coping with
'"You feel like you have no one in
the whole world to talk to," said
Hank.
. ,
"We noticed he was under a lot of
stress," recalled a friend. "He
would walk out in the middle of a
arty and
.
seemed to he restless.
a a.
e kept asxing nun- - wn w
v J -
wrong, but be wouldn't say.
"It was a sad moment for every-
one when he finally told us. What
are friends for? Other people might
shun him if they knew, but we
know the mental agony and torture
he's been through. ,T - -
Hank spent a lot of time in his
room pacing the floor, chain smok-
ing, and thinking about how it all
started. Herpes was transmitted to
him during Winter Quarter. He bad
the characteristic symptoms.
About three weeks after sexual
contact, a tingling, itching rash
appears on the genitalia and erupts
into chicken-po-x like, water-fille- d
blisters that later turn into ulcerat-
ed sores. Often, fever, swollen
lymph glands and muscle aches
accompany the blisters.
Hank thought be was getting
Continued on Page t
'Dutch' Won 303
In 20 Years
To Top O.A.C.
BY TDITOHY E. SPENCE
Capping a 20 year stint as bead
coach of the Fighting Scots basket-
ball team, Alvin Van Wie an-
nounced at last Sunday's annual ,
sports awards banquet that he was
retiring from coaching.
"I've coached for 30 years and I
feel at this time that I should direct
my energies in other directions
teaching and administrative work'
said Van Wie after Sunday's an-
nouncement
Van Wie, popularly known
around the Scot hardwood as the
"Dutchman," graduated from
Wooster in 1952.
Van Wie said that he has been,
considering stepping down as thej
Scot's coach for two or three years.
He said his responsibilities as ath-
letic director, a, Job he-h- as held,
slice 1974, and one he will continue
to bold, have grown in recent
years. "With all my responsibilities
Merrill Accepted
By Houston Opera
By ANGELA ADAMS
Lee Merrill; the most recent tal-
ent to join a long line of Wooster
graduates pursuing professional
singing careers, has accepted an
apprenticeship with the Houston
Grand Opera Company. At age 20,
Merrill Uthe youngest applicant
ever to be received into the Hous-
ton Opera Stuido, a pre-profession- -el
program for aspiring opera sing-
ers.
As one of twelve nationally se-
lected participants, Merrill will be- -
instruction in voice, acting,ennguages and dance with the Stu-
dio tills fall. According to Merrill's
voice instructor, Professor Dale
Moore, the Houston Opera Studio is
one of the two finest apprenticeship
programs of its kind in the country,
and the competition to be offered
acceptance is fierce.
Merrill's love for opera began
with an interest in musical theatre.
Growing up in and around the
Arkon area, Merrill's first introduc-
tion to the stage was through her
mother's involvement in local sum-
mer stock theatre.
. After graduating . from high
school where she bad received two
years of voice training and partici-
pated in dramatic speech tourna-
ments, Merrill, at 16, lied about her
age and joined a summer stock
group herself, the College Light
Opera Company in Massachusetts.
Upon enrolling at Wooster, Mer-
rill began four years of voice les-
sons with Professor Moore, and a
Continued on Page 4
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here, I just cannot devote all my
time to one job without jeopardiz-
ing another' Van Wie said. --
But the Dutchman will miss bis
coaching position, which will pass
onto Bill Brown, one of Van Wie's
coaching assistants. Peering out his
office window which overlooks roll-
ing hills to the east of the campus,
and the football stadium he is all
too familiar with. Van Wie reflect-
ed on his long coaching career.
"Victories and losses don't mat-
ter in the end it's the people. The
greatest and most important part
of my career were the young men
I've had in the program. Watching
them grow and go through the
Sroblems which all young peopleave has helped me to grow with
them."
That comes from a coach who is
second only to Wooster's own E.M.
(Mose) Hole in Ohio Athletic Con-
ference wins. At the end of last
season. Van Wie chalked up- - a 30
224 win-lo-ss record iurtzg his bas-
ketball career with the Scots. ,
I Van Wie's expertise branches out
DeyondbasxetDau. He coacneo
football in Petoskey. Michigan
where be was named coach of the
- Continued on Page XI
Sex Behavlorist
Gives Lecture
On Research
BY KAREN SAPIO
Sociologist Dr. Colin Williams of
the Kinsey Institute for Sex Re-
search at the University of Indiana
spoke Wednesday afternoon in
Lean Lecture Room on "Research
Perspectives on Sado-Masochis- m."
Dr. Williams has long been in-
volved in the area of sexual re-
search, particularly in the field of
patterns of heterosexual and homo-
sexual behavior. His most recent
research has centered around sado-
masochism, especially on the per-
ceptions held of this type of behav-
ior by those who practice it He
says these perspectives are quite
different from those previously
held by most sexoloists, and from
those still held by most of conven-
tional society.
According to Dr. Williams, sado
masochism has attracted the atten
tion of sexologists since the begin
ning of modern sexual research.
However, until recently. S and M
was viewed primarily as a sick
ness: a pathological perversion of
normal sex. These evaluations,
says Williams, lose their force in
the light of current research. He
defines sado-masochi- sm as, "a set
of social rules which are applicable
within a specifically oriented socie-
ty." He says that to truly gain an
understanding of it "we must look
at the conceptions pf S and M held,
not only by sexual research experts
but by the participants them
selves." .
umonueo on rage 9
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Freeze Soviet Style
Earlier this week a half doxen Soviet citizens stood about Red
Square in Moscow peacefully demonstrating against nuclear weapons
and arms proliferation. Placards were waving, banners were held
high.
These days in the West, what with the interest in the Freeze, and
the observance of "Ground Zero Week," such scenes, though on a
considerably larger scale, are not at all uncommon. Parades and
protests have become frequent now that warmer weather has made
the out-of-doo- rs more interesting. Paris, Bonn, and Washington
with its cherry-blossome- d beauty have all been marked sites for
Freeze and Ground Zero protests.
In Moscow, though, the picture is quite different. Within
moments after having assembled in the heart of the Soviet Union's
revolutionary tradition, secret police thronged on the peaceful
demonstrators, arresting them all. and confining them to a certain
dread fate.
Meantime, Tass, the Soviet news agency, and the Communist
Party newspaper Pravda played on the Western freeze activities.
Other Soviet media also played on Ground Zero activities in the
United States, making the apparently bed-ridde- n President Brezhnev
look like a peace-love- r, and painting Western leaders as devilish
warmongers.
What a paradox. In their own country the voices of peace are
clamped shut behind iron doors.- - Yet the Soviets continue to
encourage Ground Zero and Freeze groups in other nations.
It makes one wonder about just how much the Soviets really
want arms reduction and world peace.
' Vim OTHT E. SPZNCI
Staff Opinion:
Avoid Human Degradation
During Initiation Week
BY DAVID SIMMONS
Last week an activity took place
which involved everyone in the
campus community. This activity
was the traditional "Hell Week," or
Initiation Week whereby new mem-
bers are indoctrinated into the var-
ious college sections or clubs.
Everyone is involved,- - either ac-
tively through direct participation,
or inactively, through witnessing
the initiation process. From this
involvement, emotions arise, tem-
pers flare, and many arguments
ensue over the ethicity of Initiation
Week, and its place on a college
campus.
The purpose of Initiation Week,
as I have been told repeatedly, is to
create group solidarity within each
organization. Responding to this
answer, I ask: If the purpose of an
Initiation Week is to produce group
solidarity, why should this unifying
process be completed through sub-jecting a person to physical and
mental duress? Puhlic degradation
of an individual or individuals
through humiliation, physical
stress, and other methods would,
most logically, seem to tear down
group unity rather than build a
trust between members going
through this process.
Members of sections and clubs
would disagree with this statement.
Traditionally, Sections and clubs
have attempted to justify it (degra-
dation of a pledge) in building
roup unity," claims Dean of Stu-en- ts8 Kenneth Plusquellec. "I can
THE
EDITH E. MCGANDY
SARAH E. Sill HONS
Editors
- - - J
not justify the degradation of any
inamauai. -
Many members of clubs and sec
tinn will arpiif that one does not
know how to appreciate the initia- -
i J A.
uon process uniess one participates
through pledging by subjecting
himself to the activities of the
week. This mystical and somewhat
elitist answer produces no substan-
tial argument in justifying the ac-
tivity. I will qualify my experience
with "Hell Week" in saying that as
a three-yea- r independent, I have
witnessed this "croup-building- "
event, and have heard the same
emotional argument each year, but
with no substantiating evidence to
back the argument except that it
produces an emotional "high."
The next issue that has been a
point of contention is: Should a
member of this college community
compromise his academic and oth-
er extra-curricul- ar pursuits for this
week-lon- g event? Some faculty
members demonstrate that a trust
built between the students who are
Involved directly with sections or
clubs tends to. break down due to a
conflict of priorities in academics(the primary purpose of this insti-
tution, club or section membership,
and other activities. A sudden shift
In priorities, according to a newly-pledge- d
member, may have long-
standing implications for that stu-
dents' pursuance of a liberal arts
education. - '
Continued on Page 3
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Editor Checked By
Editor:
Chess anyone? Mr. Spence set
the cool-head- ed conservative tone
of the new Voice (why does it
remind me of the Wall Street Jour-
nal?) in his editorial of April 16. It
,Lto him that I address my vehe-
ment objedon to the use of chess
terminology, strategies, and ploys
to explain nuclear politics to us
"peacenlcks." You seek to educate
us In the complexities of the game,
of which peaceniks presumably
have no knowledge, through the use
of cold and cunning phrases such
as "playing a gambit." The clear
result of the description of nuclear
tactics as a chess game, which is
quite popular among conservative,
Is subtle but pervasive the con-
cerned people of this country are
being told that pawns have no
voice, and that they should leave
the brilliant tactics, the cold logic
and the daring execution of the
Editor Lacks Common Sense
In Dealing With N-Fro- czc
Editor,
I found the editorial "Chill The
Freeie" in last week's VOICE lack
ing in common sense. I find it
difficult to address the concerns of
the Editor because his concerns
deal with purely speculative "what
if?" questions. It is this very specu-
lation by proponents of a continuing
nuclear weapons build-u- p that Is so
disturbing.
It seems to me that people who
deal with numbers, scenarios of
Soviet first-strik- e capabilities, war
plans, civil defense preparations,
etc., are not imaginative enough to
take themselves one step further.
They do not seem to be able to
envision the consequences of all
their planning. I am forced to ask,
how can people find security in an
agreement in which each member
is assured mutual destruction? The
very basis in which we have staked
our national security condemns our
civilization to extinction.
Just as irrational is the fear
many Americans have of the Soviet
23, 1M2
Concerned Pawn
moves to the experts.
This la precisely the message of
Mr. Spence's editorial (and it Is a
testimony to his humility that he
obviously counts himself among the
ranking pieces no pawn, he).
Mr. Spence speaks of mom, apple
pie, and the Wooster City Council's
recent freeze resolution with a defi-
nite bltterness.ln his attempt to
convey the question of nuclear
weapons out of the arena of Ameri-
can ideals foremost of which is
the right to speak up singly, or
shout In numbers, at the chess
players in Washington and Morcow.
No, I agree, this is no simple
matter, built is a question in which
all people should have a voice. The
in your chess game, Mr.Sawnspence, will not simply wait silent-
ly and obediently for the war to end
all wars.
Hugh Crowell
Box 1421
Union. This fear makes Itself ap-
parent again and again. It was
conspicuous in last week's editori-
al. Are we instilled with this fear to
use the Soviets as a convenient
scapegoat so that our govern-
ment may associate international
conflicts with Soviet takeover?
Have the proponents of nuclear
weapons looked at where their fear
is taking us?
It is imperative that we remem-
ber the finality of. the situation
which we are in. Since nuclear
weapons have only made us more
insecure. I challenge any proponent
of the nuclear weapons to suggest a
better alternative to the Nuclear
Freeie Campaign. The Campaign
is not a total solution, but a positive
Initiative toward counteracting
ghastly consequences. As long as
nuclear weapons are present, so is
the possibility of their use. We have
a choice;
Paul R. Wetzel
BozSCSS
Room Selection Criticized
Editor:
"Only a child expects the world
to be just."
Mary Stewart,
The Hollow Hills
When a student files an applica-
tion for one of the program nouses
on campus, he may be Impressed
by the degree of objectivity to
which the application's format as-
pires; four or five short essay
questions seek to determine fairly
bis suitability for the program, and
perhaps vice versa. But to what
degree is this lmpresslson of objec-
tivity a reflection of the actual
situation? If that student intends to
re-app- ly, a seminar in obsequious
compliance may be in order.
Naively, he might suppose that
listing activities which he helped to
organize anor in which he partici-
pated might favorably demonstrate
his active interest In the program;
however, any member of the
screening committee might easily
espouse the vaulting r' Involve-
ment" of someone else whose offi-
cial activity was minimal. Or per--
Continued on Page 6
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BUENOS AIRES Sec. of State
Haig concluded the third day of
talks with the Argentine govern-
ment on the Falkland crisis on
Monday. Argentine newspapers re-
ported that the government is still
opposed to the latest U.S. propos-
als, which call for a withdrawal of
Argentine troops within two weeks
and a commission of U.S.. British
and Argentine officials to adminis-
ter the islands until a final settle-
ment is reached. Said Argentina's
foreign minister, "The talks have
failed to produce concrete agree-
ments."
MOSCOW An October summit
meeting with Reagan has been pro-
posed 'by Brezhnev, Pravda re-
ports. Brezhnev, rejecting Rea-
gan's proposed June meetings in
New York, asked for talks that
"must be well-prepar- ed and solidly
carried out, not incidentally in con-
nection with this or that interna-
tional forum." Switzerland or Fin-
land were named as possible sites.
TEL AVIV Israel's U.S. am-
bassador, - Moshe Arens, said a
Sinai pullout will probably occur on
April 25. The Israeli cabinet post-
poned the decision to review al-
leged Egyptian violations of the
Camp David agreements. Deputy
Sec. ol state Walter Stoessel snut-tle- d
back to Israel from Egypt as
Israeli- - troops moved to evict 3,000
Jewish settlers from Yamit, in the
Sinai.
WARSAW Josef Glemp Po-
land's Catholic archbishop, urged
the release of all women detained
under martial law. In an address in
front of the largest crowd to assem-
ble since the imposition of martial
law, the primate called that women
be freed "for the month of May, the
month of St Mary."
WASHINGTON The Reagan
Administration has announced it
will proceed with the sale of 80
million in military parts to Taiwan,
despite the protest from Peking.
China has warned that the sale
could lead to a regression in American-C-
hinese relations, but they will
not act as long as the deal isn't
completed.
MANAGUA Nicaragua has ac-
cepted an 8-p- art plan proposed by
the U.S. as basis for talks on
improving U.S. relations with the
Central American nation.' NicaraH
gua is expected to announce counter-prop-
osals to the American plan.
WASHINGTON NASA aiH
nounced Monday that they will be
using the first U.S. woman astro-
naut on the crew of ChaUanger next
year. Dr. Sally Ride is an astro-
physicist and also named to a
mission on Challanger in 1983 is Lt
Colonel Guion Bluford, the' first
U.S. black assigned to an orbital
mission.
Antinuclear groups staged con-
certs, -- demonstrations and debates
across the nation to help focus
attention on the possibility of. a
nuclear war and its consequences.
Ground Zero, the sponsor for the
rallies, said it estimates 20 million
people took part and over 350
college campuses were involved.
THE
The Inflame ibnalisfl
Imp euesta tor todav are Vifl
Osatananda from BannoK, inai-lan- d,
and Kadbuddin Ali Hussain
from Kualalampour. Malaysia.
They are both writing on the rela-
tions of their countries with Cam-
bodia. - .
On Christmas ol 1978 Vietnamese
troops invaded Cambodia; the ra-
tionale was that they were attempt-
ing to free the peopl' from - the
Thais Concerned
About Cambodia
By YIN OSTANANDA
- Thailand, like the rest of South
east Asian national, is very con
cerned with the Cambodian crisis.
The concern has been repeatedly
expressed in the international at--l
mosphere througn asean (Asso
ciation of Southeast Asian Nations)
Concerns over refugee problems
and problems along Thailand's bor--j
der, such as the Cambodian rams
into Thai Territory, are subjected
to the stability of the country.
As a consequence, Thailand seeks
the best way to avoid being en-
gaged in -- conflicts in Indochina. So
far, she has succeeded by keeping
a "neutral" status. For supporting
Pol Pot underground activites
would inevitably provide tne Viet
namese a reason to pursue her
retaliation in the Thai frontier, on
the other hand. Thai approval of
the Heng Surmm's regime a
newly-establish- ed regime in Cam-
bodia would cost Thailand a
great price; it would undermine
her constructive relationship with
China. Overall. Peking is still
seemingly more sincere man Hanoi
or Moscow in its appraoch to Thai-
land and other ASEAN nations. The
Chinese have expressed the desire
to deal with ASEAN nations as non-commun- ist
entities with which they
.seriously want to maintain peace
and broaden trade relations.
When Prime Minister Phan Van
Dong of Vietnam visited Bangkok
in 1978. he admitted that Vietnam
had "problems," and stated that
the Vietnamese would "support no
activity if it is harmful to Thai-
land." Later on, the Vietnamese
officially declared that they wanted
Southeast Asia to be "a zone of
peace, genuine independence and
neutrality." Had the ambiguous
phrase "genuine independence"
been replaced by the "freedom,"
which the ASEAN countries pre-
ferred, this proclamation would
certainly sound more convincing to
Thailand and other Southeastern
Asian nations.
Irritation Should Avoid
Human degradation, Duress
Continued from Page 2
As stated in the preamble of the
Code of Social Responsibility,
...As a socially responsible academic
community. The College of Wooster
seeks a structure within which individu-
al freedom may flourish without jeopar-
dizing the requirements of an academic
community and without becoming sir
self-center-ed that the resulting environ-
ment finally destroys the very freedom
it was intended to support." . .
I stress that an individual should
realize his or her potential shifts in
priorities before pledging. I respect
the idea behind a section or club in
building group identification, but I
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repressive regime of Pol Pot. A
long period of struggle followed and
the countries of Southeastern Asia
bad to decide bow to approach such
a sensitive issue that involved their
neighbors, and could invovle them
also if they weren't careful. As we
shall see, Thailand and Malaysia
bad two quite different responses.
Tessie Tzavaras
The Internationalist
Malaysia Supports
Pol Pot Regime
By KUDBUDDIN All HUSSAIN
Malaysia' (another member of
ASEAN), unlike Thailand has sup-
ported the Pol Pot government in
the U.N. since the Vietnamese in-
vasion' of Cambodia. But recent
happennngs in South-Ea-st Asia has
caused a lot of uncertainty among
ASEAN members.
Malaysia, apparently disappoont-e- d
with the refusal of the Khmer
Rouge to enter into coalition with
other two Cambodian resistance
movements (the Khmer Serei and
Khmer Rumda), warned on Febru-
ary 2nd that she might have to
withdraw her support for the con-
tinued seating of the Democratic
Cambodia in the U.N.
Prime Minster Dato Seri Dr.
Mahathir in an apparent reference
to the Pol Pot group said, "the
intransigent attitude of certain par-
ties is very much regretted. It may
no longer be worthwhile for us to
support their position in the U.N."
In addressing the Fourth General
Assembly of the ASEAN Inter-Parliament- ary
Organization in Ma-
laysia, he said countries in South-
east Asia had -- entered an era
fraught with unprecedented perils.
It is distressing to note that the
problem of Cambodia, which has
plagued Southeast Asia for the last
few years, appears to be no nearer
to an equitable solution than it was
before. The Domino theory, if too
stmnlistir. still has some validitv
and many are concerned about
what might happen next. -
Telerico Studying Abroad
Robin Telerico of The College of
Wooster, is currently working at
South London Art Gallery in Lon
don, England, as part of a Rich
mond College career apprentice
ship. This enables American
students to do supervised work in
Britain while they further their
career goals.
think that the initial process in
doing so has become too extreme
and perhaps harmful to the well-bein- g
of an individual's education.
I suggest to all members of this
campus (administration, faculty,
and students alike) that a conscious
attempt be made in enforcing one's
rights, and that Initiation Week
should seek after the ideals of
creating a group cohesion, coopera
tion, trust, and respect for every-
one. It is possible to utilize methods
other than public and private deg-
radation forcing an individual to
physical and mental ends-t- o
produce group unity. - , ;
2S, 1882
Salience
- BY IAN HARTRICK
Reading over my Plain Dealer
this past Tuesday morning, I came
across several letters to the editor
concerned about recent reports of
book banning in Virginia's Fairfax
County Schools. When one thinks or
book banning, certain images come
to mind: Baptist preachers scream-
ing . about pornography or anti-Americani- sm
in school books. .
In this case the image is inco-
rrect Mark Twain's novel Huck
Finn stands accused of being a
"racist" book by some school ad-
ministrators. These intellectual"
midgets are trying to take Twain
out of the schools. Why don't they
throw Kipling out because of his
colonialist bias? Next, they ought
to kick J.F. Cooper's works out
because of his attitude toward the
American Indians. '
This is the same sort of idiocy the
right-win- g busybodies and censors
are accused of: but, this time the
shoe is on the other foot Censor-
ship is an abomination but this
example is made more contempta-bl- e
by the hypocricy of the partici-
pants.
Now that I am on the subject of
political myopia I feel compelled,
to question some of the statements
made by Professor Daniels in his
Oppression symposium lecture (as
reported in the Voice).
Racism and intolerance have ex-
isted perhaps as long as civilization
and they were certainly around
before capitalism., The trade in
slaves was world wide and had
been going on before European
explorations began. Neither slavery
nor intolerance were of exclusively
western origins.
Intolerance still occurs in' coun-
tries that have given up or question
the capitalist system. Vietnamese
contempt for the Cambodians con-
tinues despite their politics. Great
and little Russian anti-semitis- m
continues (as does an anti-Asiat- ic
bias) in the USSR. Tolerant and
1 open Sweden has had trouble with
ner guesi worxers.
Attempting to fit all experiences
into --the procrustian bed of Marx-
ism or the slavish worship of the
almighty "revolution" can lead to
forms of intolerance that are just
as reprehensible as racism. Op-
pression is too large a problem to
be conquered by such shallow "sol-
utions.". -
Judicial Board
Clarifies Procedure
. Based on the procedures and
outcomes of a recent Dean's hear-
ing, the Judicial Board lias reached
the following conclusions: .(1) In the event that a decision
need be made concerning the possi-
ble waiver of a student's right to a
Judicial Board hearing, the Board
Adviser and Chairperson should be
included in that decision. If neither
of. them is available, every effort
should be made to include at least
one of the other members of the
board in such a decision.(2) The Judicial Board should be
included in any deliberations con-
cerning revisions of the Appeals
Process. The Board has chosen the
Chairperson, Board Adviser and
Tom Van Cleef as its representa-
tives in these deliberations. -
The Board will have difficulty
hearing future cases until (1) the
procedures governing a. student's
right to choice of hearing body and
(2) a clear and fair appeals process
are firmly in place. -
...v "
Pfel
Hero At Wocstcr
- BY SUSAN FIGGE
Last fall on this campus Wash-
ington Post editor Ben Bradlee
commented that the media not only
report the news but also help to
create it In following through on
the Watergate story, two young
Post reporters helped bring about
the resignation of a President Per-
haps this episode provides us with
our most spectacular example of
how media power and influence can
help change the course of history.
But what happens if this power and
influence are forced to play a role
upon the historical stage under the
direction of a terrorist organiza- -
uuu. vwusiucr uic luuuwuig ciui- -
pies:
In September of 1978 five Croa-
tian nationalists hijacked a TWA
flight and planted bombs in Grand
Central Station, both in an attempt
to create awareness about the
Croatians' plight in Yugoslavia.
One policeman died; three others
were badly wounded. The terrorists
extorted publication of three long
texts in several of America's most
prestigious newspapers.
In March of 1977 twelve members
of the Hanafi Muslims captured
buildings and over a hundred hos-
tages in a 39 hour siege of the
nation's capital. They hoped to
focus attention on the slayings four
years - earlier of seven of their
members, five of them children,
They received full media attention.
An outdoor studio was set up and
TV newsmen competed for on (he
spot interviews with the gunmen.
As Time magazine put it,' "There is
no need to cry in the wilderness
when anyone can plead bis case on
national television." -
In the early 70's three young
people, one a student at the College
of Wooster. demanded network
time to protest the Vietnam war in
exchange for the life of a? hostage.
The "hostage", turned out to be the
U.S. Constitution, but the "terror-
ists" got their time. -
Clearly the media' play an often
pivotal role in terrorists plans and
terrorist acts. The. very existence
of - major newspapers, ' television
and radio' networks may inspire
terrorist plots. What makes the
media particularly vulnerable to
terrorist exploitation? Is it the pre-
disposition to be sensational for
profit? The need, to cover every-
thing? A sympathy for the terrorist
cause? Can the media be accused
of actual complicity in terrorism?
How can the media protect them- -
alv from dlrwt rnprrinn?
At next Wednesday's convocation
Thomas Foley, legal adviser to the
Peace People in Belfast will dis-
cuss "Media and Terrorism: A
Case Study of Northern Ireland."
Considering media coverage of
bombings, guerrilla raids and hun-
ger strikes, Foley will use Northern
Ireland as an example of media
onvartn anif i-nlnitt- inn In rrla
tion to the pathology of modern
terrorism. " .........
i A graduate of Dartmouth Co-
llege. Foley attended graduate
school at the University of Dublin.
He has taught at Bates College in
Maine, where he and Professor
Marcus Pohlman of the Wooster
Political Science Department
taught a course on "The Political
impact oi tne Mass Meaia. Aner
two years at Yale Law School.
Foley went back to Ireland as a
volunteer with the Peace People.
' In addition to the convocation-Mr- .
Foley will discuss the Northern
Ireland situation in general at a
Babcock Fireside. Wednesday eve
ning. April 28, at I p.m. . , ,:. ; , .
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Wendell C. Beane of the University of Wisconsin addressed Wednes-
day's Convocation on Martin Luther King Jr. Photo by Rodger A.
PelagallL
Lee Merrill To Join
Houston Opera
Continued. From Page 1
series of acting classes and coach-
ing sessions under the direction of
Annetta Jefferson. Merrill claims
that a high school drama coach had
discouraged her from developing
her acting skill and it was with
Professor Jefferson's guidance that
she "began to learn how to act."
During fall quarter her sopho-
more year, through a GLCA pro-
gram Merrill apprenticed with
Broadway directors Jerome Rob-bi- ns
and Franco Zefferelli in New
York City. She lived there six
months and was eventually offered
a position with the travelling cast
of'Fiddler on the Roof," an offer
which Merrill, at first reluctantly,
turned down to return to Wooster
and continue her study with Moore ;
and Jefferson.
Merrill's interest continued to be
focused on musical comedy (she
has starred in many productions at
Wooster, including her upcoming
role as Lady Guenevere in "Came-lot"- ),
and it was not until late in
1 A. 1 A. I " J J 1 A.ner junior year inai sne aeciaea 10
seriously pursue a career in grand
opera.
With the assumption that she
would always return to musical
comedy, Merrill opted to pursue
what she sees as a more demand-
ing career in opera. According to
Merrill, not only are the profession-
al standards more precise in oprea,
but it also "appeals to the desire to
be challenged intellectually." Mer-
rill's self-design- ed major, a combi-
nation of music, theatre, French,
German and Italian (all of which
are prerequisites for the further
study and performance of opera),
appears to well utilize what Moore
characterizes as Merrill's "glorious
voice ... (and) tremendous brain
and acting ability.' ' -
During her four years at Woos-
ter, Merrill has been active not
only with extracurricular musical
and theatrical activities, but, for
two years, she edited a: column in
the Voice, entitled "Edgewise."
Merrill is presently student-teachin- g
Professor Jefferson's Acting n
class, rehearsing for "Camelot,"
and preparing for her third I.S., a
voice recital at the end of May.
Merrill will also be Singing a solo
from the "Lord Nelson Mass" at
Baccalaureate, June 13th.
In the words of Moore, Merrill is
"one of the most unique talents I've
had"; Jefferson characterizes her
as "flexible, and easy to work
with." Both Moore and Jefferson
agree that Merrill has the potential
to be successful on the professional
stage.
Merrill will begin by singing mi-
nor roles with the Houston Opera
and eventually pr ess to larger
and more demanding parts. Moore
noted that the head of the Houston
Opera, while listening to Merrill
perform at the finals this past
February, said that she is so far
along in her training - she could
probably have a major singing
career within three years.
As Merrill herself said of opera
today, one "can't get away withjust singing on stage anymore."
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Speaker Explores
BY ROBIN WILSON
Martin Luther -- King Jr. is re-
membered as a man of great char-
isma who led blacks in a. nonviolent
struggle for civil rights during the
1960s. "This is the media's symbol
of King. King, the great peacemak-
er, known for bis views of political,
economic and social reform," Wen-
dell C. Beane told bis audience at
The College of Wooster convocation
Wednesday.
But these images of King leave
hidden aspects of his life which
show that he was also a prophetic
reformer, pointed out Beane, a
professor of religion at the Univer-
sity of Wisconsin. Like Mahatma
Gandhi, the Indian political and
spiritual leader, and Jesus of Naza-
reth, King had what Beane calls a
"larger consciousness." 'a sense of
"radical spiritual freedom condi-
tioned only by love and wisdom."
This larger consciousness is char-
acterized by a cosmic truth which
can be thought of as the "Age of
Synchronicity" or the "Age of Uni-
fication,". Beane said. "It is a time
when ... significant events and
sumbols of the past are being
rediscovered in relation to newly
revealed aspects of history, nature
and culture which invite their per-
ceptual integration in terms of
their place in the whole..." he said.
This process involves a resolving
Dowds Deals With Problems Of Justice System
Continued from Paee 1justice system and the frustrations
which result when these expecta-
tions are not met The major ex-
pectations he outlined are that thejustice system should (1) punish
the guilty, (2) protect the innocent(3) rehabilitate offenders, and, at
the same time, "should operate to
the end that we remain a free
people."
'We don't want our justice sys-
tem to become a force for tyran-
ny," Dowd said.
All of the common expectations
that people have about the criminaljustice system could be headed
under the phrase, "Justice Should
Prevail."
However, as Dowd pointed out,
"the application of that proposition
is much more difficult."
The frustrations surrounding the
operation of the justice system
come about not only as a result of
inefficiencies, but are also due, in
large part, to the fact that there is
discordance between the various
expectations. Dowd illustrated this
tension with various cases that he
encountered in bis experience as
Stark County prosecutor.
The natural tension between the
public desire for judicial discretion(tailoring the convicted person's
sentence to circumstances and con-
ditions other than the crime itself)
and the desire for "safe-street- s"(incarcerating the guilty to prevent
repeat offenses) came to the fore-
front at Denison University several
years ago. A young man was ar-
rested, charged and convicted on
grand theft for repeatedly breaking
into a Denison University dormito-
ry and stealing from student
rooms. The judge, in consideration
of the defendant's age, placed him
on probation rather than sentencing
him to a correctional facility. Not
long after, the young man again
broke into the dorm and was carry-
ing a gun. When he was surprised
in the process of robbing a room he
ended up shooting and killing a
student Dowd noted that if the
youth had been sentenced to a
correctional facility originally, the
young man who was killed would
Spirituality Of Civil Rights Leader
of the tension between conceptions
of heaven and earth, the sacred
and the profane and the wonderful
and the terrible, he said. "To find
the presence of God in the beyond
is good, but to find it on earth is a
great achievement"
It is this search which Beane
says characterizes the lives of both
Gandhi and King. Like the images
portray, these men were indeed
reformers. "But they were both
mystical-religiou- s souls in whom
there was a spiritual consciousness
that ... unites the ultimate religious
reality with intimate secular con-
cerns," he claimed.
As evidence of this, Beane re-
ferred to King's effort to pursue his
own non-viole- nt struggle amidst a
world troubled by violence. King
had to bear both social and bodily
attacks from bis enemies, as well
as criticism from clergymen who
did not understand his use of non-
violent resistance.
King claimed that non-violen- ce
was the only proper course the civil
rights movement could take be-
cause it stood in religious consist-
ency with the teachings of Jesus,
who said "love your enemies" and
"Resist not evil." Here then. King
attempted to link heavenly reli-
gious visions to his own earthly
struggle against ethnic oppression.
This is further seen in King's
"probably still be alive. . -
The frustrations that result from
unfulfilled expectations in the crim-
inal justice system include the con-
tinued increase in crime and vio-
lence in our society a failure of
the "safe-street- s" expectation, and
several contributing factors which
aid this condition. Among them are
"soft-judges- ," ineffective and over-
crowded prisons, and plea bargain-
ing and the exclusionary rule.
Soft judges are a problem when
dealing with public expectations
because, according to Dowd, the
practice of judicial discretion al-
lows them' the power to invoke a
wide variety of sentences for the
commission of the same crime.
Although this sytem has benefits,
its drawbacks are clearly illustrat-
ed in the case of the Denison
student who was murdered.
- The prison system is ' another
major source of frustration today.
Dowd believes that the hope that
the offender will be rehabilitated
by the prison experience just "isn't
very realistic."
Rather, he believes that "often
the prison experience seems to
exacerbate the condition." One rea-
son for this is that in Dowd's
words, "There is a lack of commit-
ment to the prison rehabilitation
system."
The practice of plea-bargaini- ng is
also another target of public criti-
cism. However, while it is a --Source
of frustration,' for it frequently
means lighter sentences than would
be administered in its absence, it
is, in Dowd's belief, a necessary,
reality.
"We don't have enough judicial
manpower to grant everyone a jury
trial if they want one,"- - he stated.
Dowd noted Mthat in Cuyahoga
County last year alone there, were
about 10,000 felony indictments.
The inability to prosecute this
many cases necessitates the "deal-
ing" of the plea-barga- in process.
Dowd also noted several other
concerns which he had. They in-
clude a worry about popular indif-
ference to white-coll- ar crime. To
this concern, he stated that "the
shoplifter probably stands a
renowned statement: "I have a
dream ... I have been to the moun-
tain top. I just want to do God's
will. And He's allowed me to go up
to the mountain. I've looked it over,
and I've seen the Promised Land."
Beane recognized that whether
King literally went up to a moun-
tain, he felt, the statement shows
King's "awareness of a religious
reality beyond the ordinary plane
oi numan experience,"
There are alternatives, like those
used by King, for dealing, with
today's troubled and evil world and
for countering its unredeemed po-
litical and social institutions, Beane
claimed. "But too many people are
focusing on Reagan did this and
Reagan said that They are talking
about the end of the world and
some are afraid we won't make it,"
Beane observed.
But there is hope for this world,
remarked Beane, and it is time
that the lives of Gandhi and King
be given more than political, moral
or economic interpretation. For it
is through their spiritual visions
mat one sees a nope ior social
change through the use of non-
violent and ultimately non-resista- nt
responses to the world of violence,
Beane concluded."
Beane's lecture was held as part
of the Wooster in India Week held
on the campus.
greater chance of being incarcerted
than the embezzler."
Another concern which he em-
phasized at the end of his discus-
sion was that the increase in crime
and violence in this country might
lead to a backlash in which crime
would be suppressed at the expense
of the. rights and freedoms of the
persons in this country.
For all of his criticisms of the
criminal justice system, however,
he concluded that overall "the(Ohio) justice system is effective,
hardworking, and we should be
proud of it"
The next justice symposium lec-
ture will be presented on April 29 at
8:15 p.m. in Mateer Auditorium.
The lecture, "The Death Penalty:
Gambling With Life?" will be deliv-
ered by Lawrence Herman, a pro-
fessor of criminal law and criminal
law procedure at the Ohio State
University College of Law. Dr.
Herman is a strong opponent of
capital punishment, a member of
the National Civil Liberies Union
and a widely respected expert on
this issue.
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Continued from Pare 1
how it would work and would it be
effective." Copeland also said he
was against the proposal because
he believed it to "be difficult to
attempt linkage between the male
oriented ethnocentric society and
contemporary feminism." For ex
ample, ;The Chinese for 3000 years
thought they were the center of the
world and this was a male dominat-
ed society. What is the intellectual
linkage in Chinese history and
BlacklOstory?"
Copeland questioned the effec-
tiveness of the proposal's inten-
tions. "Does taking a course
change attitudes?" Or'does taking
a course in New Testament make
Christians or change belief?"
Joanne Frye, chair of the Women's
Studies courses, was opposed to the
requirement. Frye stressed a "be-
lief in the centrality of all three
aeas in the college curriculum."
She feels, however, that "Intellec-
tually t requirement for each of the
areas speaks to different kinds of
needs." She felt it was an "arbi-
trary kind of proposal" and ques-
tioned the "whole rationale for it"
Yvonne Williams, chair of Black
Studies, said, "it was a broad
proposal." She added in her person-
al opinion that "every single one of
the courses was not appropriate for
the proposal." She could not say,
however, what the proper courses
should have been.
Joseph Day, chair of the Interna-
tional Studies courses, said even
though his committee felt "the Idea
was goodJthey "felt strongly' that
adding on another single course
requirement would be ineffective."
His committee agreed that may be
there "should be a two course
requirement to get into the topic
more deeply."
The idea was to make the re--
contain two courses "inauirementle same area to give depth."
"Either do it right or don't do It at
all," Day said.
A fundamental argument against
the proposal was whether or not the
departments would be properly
staffed to handle the extra course
load. Joanne Frye said she was
"not sure the College is adequately
staffed" and would not "want to be
forced into a position where the
department will be ill-prepar- ed"
andor "half staffed." She also
commented that she "does not
want to see Just anyone teach these
classes."
The EPC did not go uncriticiied
as the originator of tne.proposal felt
that "EPC missed the point of the
original intention." He said that he
"thought that the committee had
the spirit of the intention but all
they were concerned with was the
academic outlook." He went on to
say that "the crucial fundamental
aspect is not so much educating,
but trying to synthesize, trying to
make the student a better cltixen of
the world." He said the "idea is to
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Proposal Defeat
humanise rather than to just edu-
cate."
Williams said timing could have
been a factor contributing to the
proposal's defeat. "The timing was
unfortunate; too much time elapsed
from the time it was presented to
EPC and then brought before the
faculty for vote." She also said that
by having a "number of new facul-
ty this year who did not know the
history of the propsal might have
had some effect."
Copeland said the requirement
defeat does not say "we don't have
a problem (of racism) or we don't
need to address the problem. The
question is was it (the proposal) an
adequate response. The liberal arts
education is learning to think criti-
cally enough and imaginative
enough to get into someone else's
skin7' Copeland said. "It would be
desirable for the majority of our
students to to take Black Studies
courses. I am extremely disap-
pointed that the programs are not
taken advantage of, that is why we
have a Black Studies program,"
Copeland said. He also said, "I
think the men on campus need to
take women's studies."
Copeland said that the spirit of
the requirement had already begun
to take shape in the College's
curriculum. "It all depends on the
perspective of the one who teaches
the course." Even though "the
course is not labeled Black Studies,
the books used" can encompass
these other perspectives, Copeland
said.
Copeland referred to the "Morris
Fund," which is a grant of 16,000 to
be used for one year to invite two
or three faculty, members to revise
syllabi to include the Black per-
spective in the course.
Copeland said these three areas
can be linked together in "more
effective ways by integrating these
perspectives (Black Studies, Wom-
en's Studies and Third World
Studies), in all appropriate
courses," Copeland continued, "it
is important that American History
be changed so it includes non-traditio- nal
perspectives," Copeland
said.
Joanne Frye concurred by say-
ing, "These perspectives need to be
available throughut all the college
curriculum and also need to be
developed in depth in the program;
the requirement would detract
from both efforts."
As to what should happen next,
the originator of the proposal said
that the proposal needs student
revitalixation. "The idea is not to
wait for instructions, but someone
has to take the ball and run with
it"
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While dogs and other animals seem easily persuaded from messing
the beach at Slater House, subtle spring rains quickly dampened
efforts to enjoy a Florida day in Onto. Five tons of sand were
dumped in the front yard of Slater to make the beach. Photo By
Rodger A. Pelagalll.
Itinsoy Sociologist Discusses Sex Behavior
Continued from Page 1
Williams says that one of the
most commonly held misconcep-
tions about sado-masochis- m is that
it is a practice which always in-
volves either inflicting or submit-
ting to pain. But he states, "Pain
is not the major thing about sado-
masochism. S and U Is any sexual
activity which involves a role struc-
ture of dominance and submis-
sions."
According to this definition, he
explains, many activities common-
ly associated with conventional sex
can be considered sado masochistic
if they are carried out within such
a dominance-submissio- n structure.
Another common misconception,
he eontlnes, is that sadists are
cruel and that masochists see pain
as an end in Itself. Williams' re-
search has shown, however, that
those involved in S and M view it
at a
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as "a consensual activity whose
goal is the pleasure and gratifica-
tion of each' partner."
In the sado-masochis- tic commu-
nity. If word Eets out that you are
"a true sadist" who does not
consider the needs of his or her
partner, you will probably be ostra-
cised.
In tact. Williams proposes, be-
cause of the great need for trust
and communication within a long-ter- m
sado-masochis- tic relationship,
the emotional bonding in such a
relationship might be much closer
than in a conventional one.
Asked about his hones for the
outcome of his research Williams
aid. "I want to see sado-maso- ch
ism become respectable, but I
could never see that harpeniifa.JC
pecaHSraXneprejuaice ana nnsuj-formatio- n
surrounding these activi-
ties."
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Abortion Rights
Convention Held
BY LESLIE ANDKLSON
The National Abortion Rights Ac-
tion League's Convention was held
April 18. A group of pro-choi-ce
Wooster students and community
members attended the convention
held in Columbus.
Mary Dent Crisp, the former co-chairwo-man
of the Republican Na-
tional Committee, was the main
speaker. -
Crisp's topic was Moral Imperial-
ism. Crisp stated, "The Republican
arty has been taken over by the8few Right There is no difference
in opinions."
Continuing, Crisp said, the New
Right is one and the same a the
Republican party. "They are mod-
ern day puritans who will restrict
all liberties that they disagree
with."
Crisp said the Reagan Adminis-
tration is insensitive and negatively
inclined toward women. Crisp is
upset because Reagan has said that
he is looking forward to signing
anti-aborti- on legislation.
She said, "The government is an
anti-choi- ce minority that will try to
deny all women safe and legal
abortions."
Crisp said that "because the
clock is turning back on justice, it
is crucial that pro-choi-ce legisla-
tors are elected in 1K2. She made
clear that pro-choi-ce Is not pro-aborti- on.
Pro-choi- ee means women
have the right to choose an abor-
tion if necessary, Crisp clarified.
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23 Energetic, Diverse Men Storm
BY EDITH McGANDY
Last week twenty-thre-e freihmen
pledged the section which accord-
ing to its president Scott Mason
was "at the depths of desperation
... on the verge of death," Phi
Omega Sigma.
For the past three years. Fourth
Section has steadily declined in
membership. Last week there were
only eight active members of
Fourth Section; four seniors, three
juniors and one sophomore. Now
Fourth Section has thirty-on- e mem-
bers. In past years the connotations
which went with the name, Lizards
hare been negative. If asoa- - admks
that the name initially was a posi-
tive one implying the quality of
studiousness among its members.
However, recently students at
Wooster have come to think of
Lizards as a dying breed of rather
unusual people.
This year the section decided not
to rush in the traditional . manner.
Mason says, as "that would have
been short-sighted-." Their ideal
was to resurrect the section and
they felt that they could not attract
the membership they wanted by
the well known tactics that sections
use during rush.
The section sought, accordingU! to
Mason, "a group with something
already in common." which would
enable the section "to take advan-
tage of that unity." The twenty-thre-e
freshmen who pledged the
Lizards, many of whom live in I
Section at Kenarden, were the type
of strongly unified group the sec-
tion wanted. Mason describes the
group of twenty-thre- e new mem-
bers as "so tight, and yet so
diversified. They participate in
.golf, tennis, volleyball and other
sports, and are simultaneously
very into academics and music."
Tim Anderson, pledge class pres-
ident, explained that the twenty-thre- e
had decided early in the year
that they wanted to live together
the next year as they' have this
year. They considered their op-
tions: block housing, program
house and section. The freshmen
chose to pledge Fourth Section
initially as "an alternative to block
housing."
Although interested in section
life, none of the group was particu-
larly interested in the larger sec-
tions. They were esger to preserve
the individuality they already had,
and did not wish to adopt a reputa-
tion associated with a particular
section.
Several of the new members
admitted that they had had initial
qualms about bow the Lizard retm--.
tatlon would affect them. One
freshman said, "Before activation
week, we didn't all really like the
Lizards." Activation week was a
strong positive aspect of the section
from the point of view of both the
former pledges and actives.
Anderson said that as a result of
activation week, "We are individu-
als who have become a group.
There are things we have been
taught which won't ever change.
We've learned unity, brotherhood,
trust and respect"
Mason noted the difference be-
tween Fourth Section pledging and
other sections. He said, "There is
no physical degradation, no physi-
cal feats which are out of ' the
ordinary." The freshmen cited as
an example of the activation week
activities one scavenger hunt which
stretched their intellects more than
anything else.
During activation week, accord-
ing to Anderson, several of the
Fourth Section pledges were has-
sled by other pledges because of
the seeming lack of challenge or
embarrassment involved with their
activation week. They were ac-
cused of being "boy scouts" and
other such Insults. Anderson thinks
that because the new Fourth Sec-
tion members are so unified, "the
other pledges tend to see us aa a
threat" However, the new Fourth
Section members say that they
"want to maintain friendships with
other sections. We want to uphold
brotherhood in a broader than fra-
ternity sense."
There is a deep sense of pride in
the section which both the new
members and the upperclassmen
feel. Mason says of Fourth Section,
"We've always been proud, but Its
been hard to project that pride
without substance. Now we have
tnmrthlnff tn ahow for it."
The newly pledged section mem
bers are not in tne least asnamea
of the reputation that the Lizards
have had in the oast Anderson
said. "We don't want to change our
reputation." Tney are connueni
that tney as a group wiu gw a
appropriate reputation on their own
merit, ana nopeiuuy wiu uui d
rtinn about which the college
community will make any rash
generalizations. Mason says "the
identity ox tne group is cnangmg.
Aa for th name of the section?
Phi Omega Sigma has been known
THE WOOSTER VOICE, FRIDAY. APRIL 23,
pres. time yesterday .sld that the
Lizards
as Phios. Lizards, Omegas and
Fourth Section: now what? The
newest members differ on this Is-
sue. They do agree, however, that
as they move into the future as a
section the campus will come to
know them for the diverse group
they are, not as merely a particu-
lar type of people.
A new name will come with time.
Program Houso
DocMons Announced
BY DANIEL C. BOWES
Despite the marked rise in sec-
tion and club membership, more
program houses were accepted this
year than In recent years. John
Rosenbluth, assistant to the Dean
of Students, said that there were 16
program house applications for the
coming year, and nine were accept-
ed.
Rosenbluth continued to state
that "there were a lot of good
proposals, and It became difficult
to choose between them."
When asked if there was any
limit to the number of programs
-- anted, Associte Dean of StudentsSick Swegan stated that there are
"no definite cut-of-f points for the
program houses." Swegan further
stated that some houses must be
left open to students as an alterna-
tive In the all-camp- us room draw.
The nine programs granted for
the coming academic year are:
Bread and Justice in the Global
Community in Westminster House
(Co-ed- ), College Hills Retirement
Home in Mvers House (Co-ed-),
Indian River school In Gable House(Women), Environmentalism in
Lewis House (Men), Ida Sue School
in Slater House (Men), Boys Vil-
lage in Scott Cottage (Women),
Cultural Awareness in Johnson
House (Women), Women's Crisis in
Hart House (Women), and Veter-
an's Hilltop Villa in Bontrager
House (Women).
FOR SALE
SPINET-CONSOL- E PIANO BAR-
GAIN
Wanted: Responsible party to
take over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager: PO Box 537.
Shelby vllle, IN 44176.
1982
Cancer j
Contributors
Commended
BY RODNEY McALISTER
On the average 430,000 people in
the U.S. die from cancer each year.
Thirty-tw- o thousand are Ohioans
and 169 are Wayne County resi-
dents.
The American Cancer Society
has named April as "Cancer Con-
trol Month.' f Byron E. Morris,
campus cancer crusade chairper-
son, is urging the student body to
Join the people of Wayne County in
reaching a goal of $95,000 to help
aid cancer patients and research.
Peggey Coen, executive director
of the Wayne County Chapter, ex-
plained, "As a result of the Cancer
Society efforts, over a million peo-
ple have been cured from cancer (a
la considered cured afterfiatlentree from the diseae for five
years)."
Coen added, "Fifty-fiv- e percent
of the money collected goes outside
the county to help in cancer cure
research, and 45 percent remain in
Wayne County to help cancer pa-
tients and promote educational
goals."
According to Morris, the College
of Woosters campus community
"over the years has been quite
generous in contributing to the
campaign. Contributions from $4 to
1700 are raised each year. I would
like to express my sincere appre-
ciation to those who have been
faithful in their contributions and
also like to thank the campus post
office for filling mail boxes with the
campaign letters free of charge."
While the contributions are noted
and appreciated, Morris added at
the same time-- , "less than 400
students contribute to the cam-
paign financially each year." He
concluded by saving, "If everyone
on campus would give one dollar,
we would go way over our goaL"
If anyone is Interested in making
a contribution to this worthy and
vitally needed cause, Byron Morris
is the Campus Cancer Crusade
Chairperson and contributions can
be sent dlrecty to him in the
Admissions Office.
Room Selection Criticized
Continued from Page 2
haps the "feedback" in discussing
his actlvitjrwas neither positive nor
negative: the "tone" of his applica-
tion might deny him serious consid-
eration. Everyone knows how diffi-
cult it is to be objective in these
matters.
"Admission is granted on the
basis of a written application
screened by a committee composed
of a faculty member, two students
who are currently part of the Doug--.
lass program, and a member of the
Dean of Students stiff." How these
students are screened in turn to
bear this responsibility is not kown,
but apart from the more or less
cut-and-d- ry business of filtering
unsuitable appliants (whatever that
may mean), deciding which of the
eligible applicants are boused rests
on the opinons tended by these
"two students." It is no reflection
on either the administration or the
faculty to observeJbls reliance on
the students' Integrity.
Well, if one of these students has
taken a personal disinclination to
some of the applicants (God for-
bid), who ean fault him for casting
Propaganda Fills
Freeze Editorial
To the Editor:
Your editorial against the Freeze
on April 16 was filled with misinfor-
mation and propaganda. You share
the same passive ignorance that
much of the American population
shares by taking the Reagan Ad-
ministration's word as gospel truth.
First of all, the Reagan goal to
reduce nuclear weapons only when
we have caught up with the Soviets
is an out-date- d excuse that has
been used since World War II. The
USSR has never been ahead of us
in nuclear armaments. It is true
the Soviets have more strategic
missiles than the U.S., but our
missiles have 2,000 more nuclear
warheads on them. Ours are also
broadly dispersed, thus being more
invulnerable. In contrast 70 of
the Russian arsenal la land-base- d,
making them open to attack.
The United States Government
has continually fed the public with
fears about fictitious weapon gaps.
In the early 1950's claims of a
"bomber gap" led to the develop-
ment of our B-- 47 and B-5- 2 strategic
bomber forces. In the early ISflO's
the "missile gap" became the ex-
cuse for accelerated development
of ICBM's. All these gaps have
proved false after subsequent in-
vestigation. Misinformation, such
as you are promoting here, fright-
ens Americans Into supporting fur-
ther arms buildups.
The people participating in peace
organizations are simply taking ad-
vantage of their unalienable rights
as United Slates 'citizens living
under a democracy. Today's move-
ments are rooted in the movements'
of the 1960's. It is unfair of you to
negatively use the term "peace-Ik- s'
out of the 1980'a to promote
images of long-haire- d, flower-pow- er
radicals. Both movements snare
the same goals and good intentions
and should not be degraded.
The problem of nuclear buildup la
even more pressing today. By 1985
a total of forty nations will have the
materiala and capabilities to make
nuclear warheads. A Bilateral
Freeze between the two superpow-
ers is only the first step towards a
Freeze around the entire world and
an ultimate elimination of all nucle-
ar weapons.
Susan Prophater
the black ball? His firm negative
would far outweigh the other stu-
dent's neutral unfamiliarity, and,
after all be was invested with such
power clearly in order to grind his
own personal axes.
But them, there is a subjective
element in evaluating these appli-
cations by their very nature; and if
five or more applicants are reject-
ed, whose common fault is a hei-
nous refusal to be the mindless
sycophants of a senior who has his
own faults, what could it be but
coincidence?
" Karl Prescott Henning,
C-I7-93
'
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BY KEN DIXON
On Monday, April 26, The College
of Wootter Student Activities Board
is presenting Jazz-gre- at Doc Sever-i- n
sen and his band, Xebron.
Severinsen, best known for his
Serformane es on the "Tonighthows" as bandleader has main
talned an alter-eg-o role as a jazz
musician with contemporary bands
ever since becoming head of the
- NBC SUtt Band in 1967. While not
widely known for his accomplish- -;
menu as a mamsteam jazz per
former, his television following,
Jazz enthusiasts, have been voting
him to the top brass instrumental
1st position for the past ten years in
the Playboy magazine music polL
When Doc Joined the Tonight
Show in 1867, he was the brunt of
many Jokes for his then-fashiona- ble
mod clothing which be wore while
playing the Jazz of the day (pre
fusion). As the Tonight Show has
continued. It has maintained this
style of music, but Doc did not His
music evolved as did Jazz; and
Xebron Is his entry Into the fusion
field of Jazz.
The band highlights Severinsen's
mastery of the trumpet, as well as
the individual talents of Xebron. On
guitar Is Jeff Rlchman who was
educated at the Berklee College of
Music in Boston. He has played
with such groups as Blood, Sweat
and Tears, Flora Purim, Deo Dato
and Ronnie Laws in both New York
and Los Angeles. Bill Hannon plays
keyboards and studied at The East-
man School of Music in Rochester,
New York. He has toured with
Buddy Rich and Maynard Fergu-
son, and has played synthesizer
with Bob James while producing
three records and composing film
scores for record producer Teo
Macero.
Jeff D'Angelo plays bass and has
spent most of his careere touring
with such major artists as Chuck
Mangione throughout the U.S. and
Europe. He is also in great demand
as a studio sessionist Ron Davis
iys drums and also studied atK-
-
rklee College. In addition to his
studio work, he has performed with
Chuck Mangione, Woody Herman,
Benny Goodman, the Manhattan
Transfers and Sarah Vaughan.
Xebron will be performing at 8
p.m. Monday, April 28, In McGaw
ChapeL Tickets are 18 for students(in advance) and IS for all others.
Don't miss what promises to be the
entertainment event for the College
of Wootter for 1982 and also find
out "What's Up (With) Doc" I
SAB TShirt Contest
Alferd E. Packer Day is coming
.soon on Friday, May 21, 1982.
The Student Activities Board is
currently sponsoring a contest for a
t-s- hirt design for this fun day.
Any design pertaining to the
Packer Day theme will be accepta-- .
ble. Entries must be brought to the
SAB office by 4 p.m. on Monday,
April 28. First prize includes $15
and having the design printed on
the t-sh- irts. Second prize consists of
$10 and having the design on bal-
loons.
Each drawing must include thet
following: Alferd E. Packer Day;
May 21. 1981; and, The College of
Wooster.
Contict Elizabeth Renner at Ex-
tension 2839 or Box C-25- 28 if you
have any questions.
D7 IIoIbFca
fJlcGarc
The band leader's garb was pre-
dictable colorfully outlandish
but his music was anything but
predictable energetic fusion.
Trumpeter Doc Severinsen
brought his band Xebron to town
Sunday, playing to about 600 people
in two shows at the Uptown Thea-
tre. It's difficult to explain the light
turnout, although those who proba-
bly would enjoy the music of Xe-
bron probably wouldn't suspect Mr.
Severinsen of playing these
grooves.
The audience may have expected
an evening of well-playe-d but ste-
rile standards, but it got a superb,
exciting band.
Mr. Severinsen, known for the
cleanest, purest sound this side of
Bobby Hackett, Is working with
four talented young musicians who
his trumpet playing to newEusheights. His sound was intact but
had added fire and soul. His play-
ing on the meditative "The Visit"
was effectively serene; few can
match his precision. When the band
kicked on tunes such as "Cold
Front," he kept up with the others,
high-spirit- ed and always in control.
All the material is written ln-hou- se.
"Cold Front" is the work of
pianist Biff Hannon, whose acoustic
piano style has a warm, playful,
almost Impish quality. The classi-
cal overtones he added on "The
Visit" meshed well..
In town earlier this year with
Gap Mangione, bassist Jeff D'An-
gelo had earned, good reviews as
one of the best bass players In the
business. It's still true. He never
plays repetitive riffs. He keeps
finding new-music- al surprises as he
lays down his lines, but he never is
so busy that he distracts from the
rest of the band.
'His song "Ankles," a piece of
modern funk, is one of the band's
hottest numbers.
Jeff Rlchman on guitar is a fine
player who. In solo outings, still Is
searching for his own voice. Drum-
mer Ron Davis laid down strong
support without the overplaying
that characterizes many fusion
drummers.
Local comic-musicia- n Calvin
Coolidge opened the show. The
music was basic-cockta- il lounge
quasi-fol- k and country but Mr.
Coolidge delivered some funny
lines using a refreshing, deadpan,
offhand demeanor.
PfcHcscpIay Prcf
To Iccisro
The Philosophy, Physics and
Chemistry Clubs are holding a Joint
meeting Monday, April 28, on the
theme of empiricism in science.
There will be three short presen-
tations by Professors Korn, Kulas
and M. Weaver to be followed by a
general discussion.
All students and faculty are wel-
come.
The meeting will begin at 4:00, in
the chemistry lecture room, Sever-
ance HalL As a continuation of this
theme, Professor Ernan McMullin
of the Philosophy Department of
Notre Dame University will give a
lecture the following Monday enti-
tled "The Recent Revolution in
Philosophy of Science."
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acquired from Lowry Center food. This fire-eati- ng Jester took part in
several acts as a part of last week's circus performance. Photo Bjr t
Mod!ovalists To
Doforo Kaulio Castlo Sat.
nv nAvnr.T. STKORSXI
A lady's honor has been chal-
lenged, and soon the villlan finds
himself confronted with a chival-
rous young gentleman, who has
volunteered to defend the lady on
the field of battle. The lines are
drawn, the two opponents square
off, and the duel has begun. Both
battle long and hard, but suddenly
the young defender finds a weak-
ness in his opponent's defenses. His
aim is true, his enemy fallen, and
so he walks off, arm-in-ar- m with
the lady whom he has successfully
defended.
The vanquished gets up, -- dustsA
himself off, and walks away in
Of course! This is normal in the
Society for Creative Anachronism
(SCA). Members of the SCA (or
Scadians) frequently meet for
events where such happenings as
above (as well as feasting and
reveling) take place.
Founded in May 1968 by a group
in Berkely, California, the SCA has
grown from a few people out West
to the nine kingdoms of today,
covering the U.S., as well as parts
of Canada and Europe. There is an.
official mailing list of 25.000; how-
ever, the active membership is
actually about four times that.
The SCA was designed to pro-
mote chivalry, educate people
about the Middle Ages (by reliving
them), and,' perhaps most impor-
tant, to have fun at it. Each mem-
ber usually creates one persona(although multiple personalities
are not uncommon) and develops
that persona's history, area of ex-
pertise, and any other chracteris
tics he may feel important (Elves
T iiekii tr-m- m tut mmmnr-- a i
Do Uattlo
nd hohbit. although not exactly
outlawed by the charter, are usual-
ly frowned upon by others).
Being divided into kingdoms, nat-
urally there is a King. The king is
chosen at Crown Tourney, where he(women are most certainly in-
volved) must win against all other
opponents in order to rule his or
her particular kingdom. In order of
after the king is the CrownPwer,rince, the Territorial Prince, the
coronet, then Dukes, Counts, Bar-
ons and Knights.
The SCA, "however, is not limited
to fighting. There is also dancing,
feasting, reveling, and competitions
in singing, illumination, baking, art
of other forms, and gentle gaming
such as backgammon and chess. .
At the event in Wooster tomor-
row, there will also be competitions
in dragon impersonation and call--
tag.
Here at Wooster. the SCA be-
came officially recognized by the
Kingdom of the Mid-real- m in the
fall of 1981. However it has been
here since 1980, imported from
Kent, Ohio (otherwise known as
the March of Gwyntarian, except
to Gwyntarianites, who refer to It
as the Empire of Greater Gwyntar-
ian). After forming into the March
of Cluaran, SCA's first demoevent
was held here in September 1981,
drawing over SO people from the
area. At present, the seneschal (a
sort of hyper-secretar- y) is Cara
Watters (Carithil of Cluaran).
The St George's Day event will
be held tomorrow from 11:00 a.m.
onward. There will be combat in
front of Kauke Hall, and gentle
grming and feasting at Babcock
i
PaT
Sun Accents
Circus, Jesters
BYSUNDARAM TAGORE
Last Thursday, the sun, the
spring and the Royal Llchtenstein
Circus were here at Wooster. Were
you there at noon when all roads
led to the miniature arena in front
of Lowry? They formed the circus
and you the ring.
The performance was filled with
exhilarating moments for all the
spectators. The audience was
transferred Into the fascinating
world - of children to watch the
nerve wracking performance of the
stunt man and the hilarious com-
ments of the Jesters and acts done
by the clowns. The retinue of ani-
mals, bear, horse, monkey and dog
displayed their incredible skilL ,
Students streamed in from an
corners to throng the world's smal-
lest, circus. They cheered at the.
titilatlng comments the clowns
threw Into the audience. For an
hour the front of Lowry resembled
a Shakespearean stage. The sun
was bright and sense of euphoria
enveloped the convivial crowd who
clapped Joyously at the fleeting
acts creating a crescendo of sound.
An array . of animals from the
coffee drinking monkey to the
vaulting bear and the Swedish pup-
py riding pony received great ap-
plause for their fantastic perform-
ances. - .
.
SAB Movie Itevfew
BY GRANT MeCORKEXLL --
'
This weekend the Student Activi-
ties Board and the Film Committee
are presenting French Lieutenant's
Woman and King of Hearts. French
Ueutejlant's Woman will shown
at 9:30 on Friday night and 7:00 on
Saturday. King of Hearts will be
shown at 7:00 on Friday and 1:10
on Saturday.
French Lieutenant's Woman
stars Meryl Streep, Jeremy Irons,
and Lynsey Baxter. Streep plays
the worldly and mysterious Sarah
Woodruff in the film based on the
best selling novel by John Fowles.
Directed by Karel Reisz, from r-screen- play
by Harold Pinter,
French Lieutenant's Woman is a
classic Victorian romance and an
ironic look at an age of double-standar- d
morality. Sarah Woo-
druffs chance meeting with Charles
Smtthson (Jeremy Irons), who sub-
sequently discards his fiance, sets
in motion a series of events that
disrupts the quiet English village
and profoundly affects the lives of
its residents.
Directed by Philllpe de Broea,
King of Hearts stars Alan Bates,
Genenieve Bujold. Pierre Brasseur,
and Mlcheline Presle. A cult clas-
sic, de Broca's film follows Alan
Bates as a Scottish soldier sent to
disarm a bomb in a remote village
during World War L
He encounters a forgotten insane
asylum in the deserted village
where he is proclaimed king. This
film representes a triumph of in-
nocence over the violent self-destructi- on
of World War I. Not only
does this film have a meaning but
it remains a timeless comedy. The
outrageous actions of the asylum
patients in the war torn village are
classic comedy.
SMITHVILLE INN
109 W. Main, Smlthville OH
'chicken is our ipecinlty'
Pavel
Frances Fitieertld, Class of 1917 Lecturer, discussed the dlitortton
of American history in a recent lecture entitled "America Revised."
Photo By Jill Bradford.
Stanford High lights Aspects
Of Homer's Classic Iliad
BY GARTH KATNER
Monday afternoon, April 12, be-
fore a small audience of faculty
and students, W.B. Stanford opened
the first in a series of three lec-
tures concerning his views of litera-
ture and the literary tradition. The
first dealt with the "Art of the
Iliad." "The Tradition of Tenny-
son" and "James Joyce's Ulysses"
will be the topics for next Monday
and May 10 respectively.
Although his subject is very ex-
tensive by any standard. Stanford
easily gained his audience with a
subtle wit and light approach. In-
stead of an in-dep- th analysis he
revealed the Iliad for what it actu-
ally is. Supported by the fact that
over 1.5 million translations have
been sold in the lrst ten years,
Stanford pointed out that the Iliad J
was composed primarily to give
pleasure and has become a classic
by doing just that.
But what exactly is the Iliad?
Except for a few words during a
high school lit class or a glance at
some Cliff Notes, most students
would plead ignorance or vaguely
remember something about the
Trojan War. According to Stanford
though, "Homer (the author of this
work) is not out to describe the
Trojan War but what's going on in'
the hearts of its characters." and
anger is what's going on!
This anger is psychological as
well as physical. Before the back-
ground of the violently destructive
Trojan War is a far-reachi- ng study
of political ambitions, horrible re-
venge, back-roo- m politics and out-
right wrath. The war is mentioned,
as Stanford points out, but not as
often as one might think. In fact
Homer does bis best to avoid its
glorification.
'Be Wise
lift !"
Jean's
THE
That war described at its worst
was clearly illustrated when Stan-
ford quoted an excerpt from one of
the battle scenes which observes,
"The spear struck his navel and all
his guts gushed out"
Of course Homer doesn't totally
commit himself to describing vio-
lent or angry acts. Much of his
imagery is rather profound. In-
deed, Stanford showed the various
ways in which death was por-
trayed... '.'The bronze sleep" could
easily convey a deep tense f
emotion even today while other,
such quotes as "the dark night
came over his eyes" and "ne
breathed out his spirit" seem to
reveal the true emptiness of death.
Obviously, Stanford urged that the
Iliad should be read by everyone
not as a required classic, but as a
necessary enjoyment.
Unfortunately, much of the enjoy-
ment can be lost in the translation.
Everyone should learn Greek to
properly appreciate the work.
Reading the Iliad's opening lines,
Stanford emphasized both the beau-
ty and musical quality of ancient
Greek.
Throughout the lecture he subtly
stressed its universal and timeless
qualities. He wai even able to
apply the Iliad's study of anger to
his own experiences In Northern
Ireland. Calling the waring factions
in the Irish conflict "angry men,"
Stanford showed how their actions
were similar to those in this epic
poem.
The lecture did not reveal
the art of a famous classic. Rather
it revealed the ways in which a
lyric poem has survived to become
a classic. Its ability to please all
the senses is what makes the Iliad
great. Nothing else really matters.
SPRING SALE
GAVD CP 70 CO
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Texts Reflect 'Pop Culture9
BY ROBERT MANNING
There is a place in the Old
Testament where the youths of
Israel point to the sacred stones of
the nation and ask of their elders,
"What mean these stones?" At
such a time, there were no doubt
certain scribes and priests to ex-
plain the history of the culture.
Not so with us. Children of our
culture glean their knowledge of
history from textbooks written not
by scribes nor, as it were, by
members of the Wooster History
Department, but by the demands of
a capitalistic market.
So says Frances Fitzgerald, last
Thursday's Class of 1917 Lecturer
and author of the Pulitzer Price
winning book on Vietnam, Fire in
the Lake. Fitzgerald's second book,
America Revised, published in
1979, served as an indictment of the
textbook industry and is already
considered a classic in its field.
Fitzgerald stated that history
texts are a form of "pop culture''
read by millions of students. Be-
cause the publishing houses cater
to special interest groups and are
subject to the pressures of the
market, the text, changes, and
thereby the history of America is
revised.
A history book published in the
50's, she explained, would most
likely give a panaromic view of the
nation. Technology and agriculture
would be stressed, as would the
advances of unionism. Little men-
tion would be made, however, of
in the Cu4 Hill SHOP
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the reasons why unionism was
needed.
Textbooks of the 50' s would
present foreign policy as a world-
wide ideological struggle pitting the
Communists against the free world.
Also, on a lesser note the U.S.
would be portrayed struggling for
peace through the United Nations
and by giving aid to poorer coun-
tries. Thus foreign policy as por-
trayed in 50's textbooks, stated
Fitxgerald, could be seen as a
debate between the Ifanichaeans,
those who saw the world as a
struggle between the powers of
light and the powers of darkness,
and the gnostics, those who refused
to recognize that America had in-
terests of her own in the world.
The history books published dur-
ing the 70's show the change in
interpretation of history. These
books begin not with Columbus but
with native Americans. According
to Fitsgerald, these texts de-e-m-
Shaslse Europe and barely mentionexico and Central America. Rath-
er, the U.S. is seen as an autono-
mous power.
By the 70's, the uniform defini-
tion of what an American is had
dissolved into the great "melting
pot," which Fitzgerald described as
the textbooks' euphemism for the
process of assimilation. She also
stated that later in the decade
some textbooks claimed that actu-
ally there was no melting pot but
instead, described our society as a
lad.
You can collect up to $8,100 In cash for college
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Fitsgerald criticized the history
books of the 70's, saying that they
included more pictures but less
text. She also said that history
books hardly ever hinted at the
existence of poor people in Ameri-
ca.
Fitzgerald criticized the books
most severely for their lack of
passion. They contain, she said,
''no sense of the passions behind
the country's struggles." She said
the books seemed to subscribe to
what she called "the crab grss
theory of war," in which war is
seen more as an organic nuisance
than as a phenomenon intertwined
with the passions of a people.
She also noted a curious passivity
in the books. There is, she stated, a
lack of active verbs. In treating
nuclear warfare, she pointed out,
one textbook said, "Some nuclear
weapons travel on airplanes, but
some can fly by themselves."
Fitzgerald's message was gener-
ally well received, though disap-
pointment over her poor skills of
oration seemed to be universal.
Especially disappointed was Dave
Riley, a history major who has
reviewed many history books as
part of his I.S. project According
to Riley, the textbooks of the 70's
do not contain less text, as Fitsger-
ald claimed. In Riley's opinion, in
fact, the texts of the 70's are far
better than Fitzgerald's state-
ments, which he said were too
generalised, led us to believe.
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Herpes Causes Serious Emotional
Problems
Continued From Page 1
mononucleosis again. Mono was a
fairly common disease on campus
and he had it in high school. He
wis alarmed at the blisters and
thought a case of syphilis was
developing, too. Hank also had
gonorrhea in high school, so a
venereal disease was nothing new
to him. He failed to connect both
symptoms as coming from the
same disease, genital herpes.
"In the first stages of gonorrhea,
it can be cured totally if you don't
postpone treatment and tell the
doctor when the first symptoms
appear. It's black humour, but in a
way that had prepared me for
thi " aairi Rink, vhn thought the
incident had taught him to be1
cautious. "This was noi supposed w
happen. I thought I had been care-
ful."
Hank sought medical treatment
from a physician who practiced
outside Wooster, because he didn't
want anyone in the local communi-
ty to know he had genital herpes.
"I didn't want my name in some
file," said Hank, who felt embar-
rassed about the blisters. "They
looked disgusting. You saw them
every time you went to the bath-
room."
The physician diagnosed the in-
fection as herpes simplex virus
Type 2 and prescribed pills and an
ointment as treatment As soon as
the blisters disappeared. Hank
threw out the remaining pills and
ointment, so he could try to forget
about it "They disgusted me," said
Hank. After two to three weeks, the
blisters disappeared.
Hank called his father and told
him about it. His mother doesn't
know, even though' he feels closer
to her. "She's the nervous type, you
know," said Hank. "She calls me
and asks me' how my health is.
What can I tell her? I avoid talking
to her about it She doesn't know I
ever had gonorrhea, either. You
have to have secrets, you-kno- w.
Society doesn't, accept - something
like that If people knew I had it.
they would point me out and gos-
sip." - -
Hank's personality has changed
now. He doesn't care about going to
parties anymore. "I'm not myself.
Sometimes I say obnoxious things
to my friends in a conversation, for
no reason at all, or I just walk
.
away in the middle of dinner. I get
mad quicker than I used to, spend
more time taking study breaks with
close friends and stay in my room
listening to music."
The physical symptoms of herpes
may disappear, but you always
have to cope with the psychological
aspects of the infection, comment-
ed Hank. You can't have relations
with anyone because you may
transmit the virus. "I told
my girlfriend about it, . and we
decided to break up. I can under-
stand how she feels." Hank isn't
sure who transmitted the virus to
him. "It could be one of three
people. You know how things are
here," he said. -.- -.-
"What can you do about it" he
asked, shrugging his shoulders. "It
could be worse, I guess. It could be
a --disease you die from. It's Just a
disease. I guess some people have
to get it You know, maybe it's
God's will or something. Maybe I
should have said more prayers.
What can you do? It's part of my
life now."
"It was a miracle I didn't flunk
out last quarter," recalled Hank. "I
would open a book and Just stare at
one page for an hour. Still it's hard
For Infected
to get motivated to study with this
on your mind. I was freaking out
and tense when I came back from
spring break."
"I'll start to study, eventually,
when a test comes up or when I
start to flunk. I hope to be home
when the blisters come back. I
don't have to have them here
again, especially at finals. If the
blisters come back, I'll start to get
paranoid. I don't have money for
treatment I don't give a blank
about studying. I'd like to go home
and just relax," said Hank.
"It bothers me, sure, but what
can you do? I just hope others don't
get it and people aren't naive,"
said Hank.
Hank .isn't alone, though. Dr.
Randy Peto of Hygeia Hall sees at
least three to five herpes cases
each year. "There may be more
cases than that on --campus, but
infected students may go to a
family physician for treatment," he
said.
-- Peto stressed that -- students with
the symptoms of fever, swelling of
lymph glands accompanied by blis-
ters on the genitalia should not be
embarrassed to seek treatment
Although there is no cure for the
viral infection, a newly developed
ointment called Acyclovir can be
effective in clearing up the blisters
during the first outbreak. Acyclovir
goes under the trade, name of
Zovirax and can be purchased at
local pharmacies.
It has only been on the market
for a month, Peto stated. He stress-
es that the topical ointment is not a
cure, and its effectiveness decreas-
es as outbreaks recur. Zovirax
simply controls the symptoms and
reduces viral shedding of scabs, he
explained.
"There simply is no cure as of
yet" he said. "A lot of research
has been done recently and new
drugs are being developed to help
control it. Now, unfortunately,
there is no light at the end of the
tunnel for herpes victims."
Hank and other College of Woo-
ster students are among 50 million
Americans who are affected by
genital herpes, according to the
Herpes Resource Center of Palo
Alto, Calif. Last month, the Federal
Centers for Disease Control esti-
mated that about 20 million Ameri-
cans have genital herpes and that
500,000 new cases will occur this
year.
Most extensive research on
herpes was conducted in the late
sixties.
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Two similar strains of the herpes
virus exist The most common one
is herpes simplex type 4, which
causes cold sores. This virus re
treats in the trigeminal ganglia.
nerve cells that convey sensation
frm the mouth to the brain. Herpes
simplex virus type 2 causes genital
infections. After the blisters disap-
pear, the herpes virus retreats into
the sacral ganglia, nerve cells that
convey sensation from genitals to
the spinal cord.
Both types of herpes are incura-
ble. Since the virus remains in the
body, outbreaks of blisters can
recur at any time. Researchers
found that tension, stress, tight
clothing and certain junk foods can
aggravate the virus and cause a
recurrence.
When outbreaks of the blisters
occur, the infected areas should be
kept dry and clean to prevent
secondary infection and transfer-
ring the virus to other areas. Geni-
tal herpes can be especially dan-
gerous if the virus spreads to the
eyes, where ocular herpes (kerati-
tis) can occur and cause blindness.
If hands aren't washed after touch-
ing a lesion,- - the infection can
spread.
Women who have genital herpes
have five to eight times greater a
risk of developing-cervic- al cancer
than women who don't have herpes.
Experts recommend that women
have a PAP smear as apart of a
semi-annu- al gynecological exam.
Herpes can be dangerous to a
newborn infant If the lesions, are
open during birth, the baby may
develop encephalitis and have a. 50
percent chance of dying.
Since genital herpes is highly
contagious, vicitms are advised to
not have sexual relations whenever
thje sores are active.
Medication can be taken to re-
lieve the pain, depending on the
severity of the infection. The best
advice for prevention of the disease
is not to get exposed to genital
herpes.
As Hank's friends commented,
hopefully people who have herpes
can feel comfortable enough -- to
approach their friends and talk
about it with them.
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Students To Deliver Papers .
BY JANE BUDD
Once again the Wooster Geology
Department will be well-represent- ed
at the annual Ohio Academy of
Science meeting to be held tomor
row in Columbus. David Beckett
Winston Norrish, Michael Smith,
and Donald Rice, all senior Geolo-
gy majors, will present the results
of their Independent Study Thesis
at the meeting.
Also, Anne Sherwood will share
her paper entitled "Contemporary
Issues in Science or Contract
Learning to Replace Advanced For-
mal Courses for the Non-Scien- ce
Major," in which she combined her
major in English with her concen
tration in ueoiogy. rroiessor r.w.
Cropp, vice president of the Geolo-
gy section of OAS this year, is a co-
author of the paper.
Professor Frank L. Koucky will
present a report on "Archaeogeolo-g- y
at Tel El Hesi, Israel." Koucky
has worked at several digs in both
Cyprus and Israel, and has become
well-know- n for his contributions to
archaeology.
According to Koucky, presenta-
tions have been made by Wooster
students and faculty at the last
several OAS meeting. "We try to
o lQtt COPIES o
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o HOURS
MON.-Ri- ;
SAT. 10:00-3:0- 0
Pfrt
see that some of our. papers are'
every year," he said. j
This year, the number of Wooster
students represented is unusual, t
the average in the past having been .
only one or two. The difficulty in
getting students on the program,
however, is that applications must
be made in December, Koucky
said. This means that each student --
must have at last a basic outline of
his LS. ready to send in by that-tim- e.
' Beckett's thesis, "Petrogenesis of
the Dillon Granite Gneiss" involves '
the Ruby Mountain Range in south-- "
'western Montana, where he worked
in a geology field camp last sum-
mer.
Norrish will present his paper on -
"Petrographk Analysis of Diplo-crateri- on
Ichonofossils from the-Gncinnati- an
Group (Ordovician)." '
.
Inchonofossils are trace fossils
found in many shallow marine en
vironments.
Rice will report on --i'Deep Stage
Drainage of Ohio," discussing the.
effect of the Pleistocene Ice Sheets
that covered Ohio on certain drair
age patterns. Professor Koucky v
co-auth- or of Rice's paper.
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Women's Softball pitcher Barb Endel concentrates as she strikes out Findlay in ball action last week. Photo by
Rodger A. PelagallL
Scotties Struggle Through VVook
BY SYDNEY SMITH
Despite a win over Earlham Col-
lege Saturday, April 17, the Scotties
lacrosse team have had a disap-
pointing week. They were defeated
by Ohio Northern 16--4 Thursday,
April 15, defeated by Ball State,
Saturday by a score of 16--1, and
were beaten by Denison University,
Monday 17--8.
Thursday, the Scotties played
well, but they were unable to put
enough pressure on the Ohio North-
ern Bobcats to keep them from
scoring. Wooster was able to push
past the Bobcats to score four
times. Rosalind Woskaw scored the
only Wooster goal in the first half
at 12:24.
In the second half, the Scoties
played more aggressively and
Sandy Stratton scored almost im-
mediately at 22:52. Nancy Hall then
scored the third Wooster goal at
6:48, and then the fourth and final
goal at 3:43. The Scotties were
defeated 16-- 4.
Saturday started much better for
the Scotties they played a close
tough game against Earlham Col-
lege. Wooster and Earlham shared
the scoring through much of the
game with Wooster pulling ahead
with three straight goals to win the
game. Earlham scored first at
13:13 and Hall scoring at 1:03 and
12:49. Earlham then came ahead
and scored more goals to tie the
score three-thre- e at half time.
: Both teams fought hard in the
f second half, with Earlham scoring
-- first at 12:16. Stratton then dropped
in a goal at 22:00, then Hall at
'21:00. Earlham then pulled ahead
of Wooster with two goals at 20:00,
' and 16:00, bat Hall pushed in and
evened the score at 13:00, 6-- 6.
Runnette added another Wooster
' goal at 12:00, but Earlham added
another at 9:00 to again even the
, score, 7-- 7.
The Scotties were then able to
control the rest of the game Strat--
'ton and Hall put in the final three
goals of the game in the last six
minutes for the Scotties to win the
game 10--7. - .
"We played well, but we Just
weren't together at all," said Coach
Terri Prodoehl. "The defense held
us in there. Joan had a good game
with 12 saves. But we could have
done better together as a team."
The Scotties also played Ball
State on Saturday, but that game
was another story. They were over-
run by Ball State with a score of 16--1.
Rosalind scored the only Wooster
goal late in the second half to keep
the Scotties from being shut out
"Cindy was hurt late in the
Earlham game," said Prodoehl
"That gave us three subs in the
game, and although they are all
good players, they are inexperi-
enced at playing together. We were
only able to make 10 shots on goal.
Wooster had a better game
against Denison, but were still de-
feated 17-- 8. The score at half time
was 8-- 1, with Runnette scoring the
only Wooster goal at 8:00. They
were outrun and outplayed by Deni-
son during most of the first half.
The Scotties did much better in
the second half. Runnette scored
the first two Wooster goals at 20:00
and 19:00, then Hall added a goal a
14:00. Trish Burdick added a goal
at 11:00 while Runnette dropped in
another at 4:00. Woskaw scored at
3:30, and Runnette came back once
again to put in the final Wooster
goal at :30.
"The defense put on pressure,"
said Prodoehl, "but they were not
really effective enough to make
interceptions, or to get the ball up
to the attack. The attack was not
together until the secod half."
The Scotties are suffering from
many injuries and from lack of
depth. But Wooster has had the
week off, and Prodoehl hopes that
today's game at Ohio Wesleyan will
show an improvement. They will be
home tomorrow against Ashland at
10:00 and Ohio State Clubs at 2:00. ;
Women Netters
Blank Raiders
By MIKE SMITH
A visit from the Purple Raiders
of Mount Union came none too soon
for the College of Wooster women's
tennis team as the Scotties downed
Mount Union 9-- 0 on the home courts
Monday afternoon.
Senior Brooke Bashore started
the sweep by defeating her oppo-
nent 6-- 0, 6-- 2 in the Number One
singles position, a spot she has held
for three years. Sticking to her
game plan of playing conservative-
ly, Bashore forced her opponent to
become impatient and rush shots.
"Most of our women played their
own games today," said coach Doc
Sexton, adding, "We didn't deterio-
rate from our game plans to our
opponents style of play."
Ann Esgar added another excel-
lent performance in the Number
Two spot, winning effortlessly 6-- 0,
6-- 0. Junior third singles Janine
Boocks triumped 6-- 2, 6--2 and Kathy
Little battled from behind to win 4-- 6,
6-- 4, 6-- 2 in the only match of the
day to go three sets. Lynn Gros-shandl- er,
a Junior transfer student,
won her match at fifth singles 6--0,
6-- 1, and freshman Lorraine Aten
handled her oppoent 6-- 2, 6-- 2.
Doubles matches provided some
excitement for Mount Union fans,
but the Purple Raiders hopes were
crushed before mounting anything
greater than a 3--0 lead in any set
Bashore and senior Jani Oder won
the first set of the doubles match
easily and then came from behind
in the second set to pull out a 6-- 0, 6--4
victory. Grosshandler and Allison
Parker played well at second dou-
bles, winning 6--4, 6-- 1 in a match
which featured many rallies long in
distance and duration, often cut
short by sharp angle shots by
Parker. Hope Sheperd and Jenny
Keller won 6--2, 6-- 3 at third doubles
and sealed off the shutout
Scots Claim Division Victory, 7--4
By FRITZ CROPP "
Things did not look good for The
College of Wooster baseball team
Tuesday.
The Scots had just gone down in
order in the sixth inning. They
were trailing hosting Mt. Union 4-- 3.
The Purple Raiders had already
touched Scot senior Sean Derrick
for six hits and were taking advan-
tage of shoddy Wooster defense.
And, most importantly, the rain
was beginning to fall from the
skies, which had been threatening
all day.
"I thought it could very easily
keep on raining," said Scot coach
Tim PettorinL "That's the way
things had been going."
But the downpour that appeared
inevitable held off for three more
innings, time enough for the Scots
to pour four runs accross the plate
and claim a 7-- 4 Ohio Athletic Con-
ference Northern Division victory.
The triumph evened Wooster's
overall record at 8-8- -2 and raised
its Northern Division slate to 4-- 1,
one-ha- lf game behind first-plac- e
Ohio Northern. The Polar Bears, 4--0,
downed Baldwin-Wallac- e -- 6-3
Tuesday.
FOR THE SECOND consecutive
game, the Scots pounded the base-
ball to erase an early deficit Mt
Union took advantage of six hits
and two Scot errors to score four
runs in the first four frames while
pitcher Brad Bayer worked mostly
from the stretch to keep Wooster
off the scoreboard.
"The first few innings, we had all
sorts of people on base," Pettorini
said. "Thank goodness we had nine
innings I thought we did better
as the game went on."
Bob Schmuck ended Bayer's
shutout with a tape-measu-re home
run with Steve Czwalga aboard
with two outs in the fifth. Steve
Ficyk, batting after Schmuck, fol-
lowed suit with a roundtripper to
right center, and Wooster was with-
in one run.
"After that I thought we'd come
back if the weather didn't hit us."
r The Scots scored three runs in
the seventh and added another in
the eighth. A suicide squeeze bunt
by Dave Kajganich was sand-
wiched by Mike Berg's RBI single
and a run-scori- ng double by Jeff
Cox during the seventh-innin- g up-
rising, while Ficyk picked up the
eighth-innin- g RBI.
While Wooster was waking , up
offensively, Derrick was mowing
down the Purple Raiders. He al-
lowed the hosts just one hit over
the final five frames to raise his
record to 4-- 1. Derrick fanned five
and walked only one in scattering
seven hits and giving up just two
earned runs.
The Scots finished the game with
11 hits. With a trio of Mt Union
pitchers combining to walk eight
batters, Wooster had at least one
runner in scoring position in seven
different innings.
. That offensive explosion accomo-
dated for the Scots' sloppy defen-
sive play. Wooster finished with
four errors, which will put a dent in
its league-leadin-g .966 fielding per-
centage.
The Scots will travel to Ashland
Friday for a non-leag- ue single
game before returning home Satur-
day for a Northern Division twinbill
with Heidelberg. -
Men's Tennis Swings
3rd Place At GLGAs
BY EAR IN HAUSCHILD
The College of Wooster men's
tennis team has compiled a 9-- 5
overall, and 5-- 1 conference record.
Over the weekend the men hosted
the Great Lakes College Associa-
tion tournament, and placed third
out of five teams. Wooster's victo-
ries came in first and second sin-
gles and first doubles.
Freshman Bob Savitt in number
one singles, won the semi-fina- ls
beating his Kenyon opponent 6-- 3, 6--
2, to advance to finals play. In the
finals, Savitt beat John DeLong of(OWU), ranked 16 in the nation, 6--
3, 7-- 6. Savitt evened his loss record
to DeLong who beat him after three
sets earlier in the season.
In number two singles, John
Thomas's 6-- 2, 6-- 1 victory in the
quarter finals moved him into the
semi-final- s. Thomas won the semi's
7-- 5, 6-- 2, and advanced to the finals.
In finals play, Thomas beat Flip
Goodspeed (Denison) in three sets,
5--7, 6--4, 6-- 3.
John Morlidge, in the number
three singles position, beat Denison
6--4, 3-- 6, 7-- 6, in the semi finals, but
lost 6--4, 6-- 7. 6--3 in the finals.
Tom Hetrick and Gary Peterson
were both knocked out by their
Denison opponents in the semifi-
nals. Hetrick lost 6--3, 6--0, and
Peterson was defeated 6-- 1, 6--1
In number six singles, Steve Yan-kel- lo
won the quarter finals 2-- 6, 6--4,
7-- 6. However, his Kenyon opponent
defeated him 7-- 5, 6--7, 24.
Savitt and Thomas proved why
they are undefeated in the confer-
ence, as they beat Oberlin 64, -- 6-2
in the semi-final- s. In the finals the
pair sacked OWU 6-- 3, 6-- 4, to gain
the tournament title.
Both number two and number
three doubles teams were beat by
OWU, 7-- 6, 6--2, and 6--0, 3--6, 6--2,
respectively.
On Tuesday the Scots rolled over
Oberlin College, gaining an 8--1
victory.
The Men were forced inside by
the rain, but according to Head
Coach Hayden Schilling, "played
welL"
Savitt in number one singles won
his match 6-- 3, 76. Thomas contin-
ued the winning spirit with a 7-- 5, 6--0
victory. In number three singles,
Newell was put in for Morlidge who-injur- d
his back in doubles play.
Newell won the match handily, 6-- 1,
6-- 2.
Hetrick,' in number four singles,
suffered the Scots only defeat after
two close sets, 4--6, 5--7. Peterson
won in number five singles 6-- 3, 7-- 5.
In number six singles, Yankello
made a come from behind victory,
44,6-3.6-- 1.
Savitt and Thomas beat their
opponents in two sets, 6-- 4, 6--3, to
win number one doubles.
Van Wie uits 4s Coach
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year in the 1930s. Then, eight yean
after graduating from Wooster,
van wie -- returned to his aim a
mater to serve under Phil Snipe's
scot football squad. ..
Since then, the Dutchman, with
Black and Gold embodied in him,
first assisted in basketball before
taking over the cagers for his own
when Coach Jim Ewers left Woo-
ster after the 6l season. Van Wie
complemented his basketball work
by leading the Scot's net crew for
14 years.
Van Wie has fond memories of
the Wooster he attended beginning
in ms. rnose were tne days wnen
men wore ties, and for women.
dresses were de rigueur. Athletic
activity centered around. Severance
Gymnasium now the art building
where Van Wie got early prac
tice on tne narawooa.
Van Wie's days on the team were
character- - builders for him, and
more, he molded friendships which
exist to this day. "I think that what
bonds an athlete witn other atnletes
is the friendships you develop on a
team. I still gel calls from my
teammates."
The Dutchman's memories of his
arrival at Wooster are nothing but
Eleasant After completing a turni the military. Van Wie. whose
family is from the east, came to
wooster. when i arrived on cam-
pus, I had come here sight unseen.
I called my parents the second day
I was here, and I told them that the
people here were either the frien-
dliest people I've ever seen or else
the biggest phonies."
Van Wie said that while "Wooster
as an institution has changed"
since 1948, "Wooster still has a
concern for people, and is still a
friendly place."
The retiring coach maintains that
Wooster has provided him with a
better life than most people could
ever expect "This is a great place.
I've done what I wanted to do in
life here, and you cant say that
about too many other people."
Speculation over Van Wie's re-
tirement from coaching has been
especially intense in the past two to
three years. It has long been known
that Van Wie would be on sabbati-
cal next year, but his decision
about retirement came only recent-
ly.
. "The President (Henry Cope-lan- d)
did not want me to retire, but
I felt that now is the time in my life
when I should," Van Wie said.
Since announcing his retirement
Sunday, Van Wie said a number of
people have queried over why Van
wie, who is 54, retired at such a
young age.
"The' other day I met a guy on
the street who said, 'You're too
young to retire. What are you going
to do the rest of your life?' I tola
him, 'I'm only quitting coaching. I
have no other plans for retire-
ment," Van Wie said.
Asked about conflicts between
athletics and academics in Ameri-
can colleges and universities today.
Van Wie, who believes there are
conflicts in larger institutions, said
there is no problem at Wooster.
Said Van Wie, J'l believe very
strongly that the student should be
a student first and then an athlete;
But I've never felt that the class
day ends when the 4:00 bell rings in
KaukeHaU."
And - as to whether there just
might be any bias when a Dutch-
man works for the Scots, Van Wie
said confidently, "I think if you cut
Al Van Wie open you would find
black and gold in there."
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Alan's Track 1
Aims For OAC
ii : jChampionship
BY KARIN HAUSCHILD
The men's track team has a goal.
And the way things are going this
season it looks like they are going
to reach it
According to. Head Coach Tim
Breiner the men are shooting to
qualify for the Ohio Athletic Con-
ference (OAC) championship. After
three meets and much bad weather
the two men have already quali-
fied, one In two events.
Sophomore Andy Baird has quali-
fied in the 800 meter run, while
Chris Thomas who had qualified in
the high lump, made conference
time in the 110 high hurdles on
Tuesday.
Tne scots traveled to Oberlin
College Tuesday, in a dual meet
with the Yoemen. Wooster won the
meet 82-7-1, scoring in every event
but the 5000 meter run.
The middle distance sauad nulled
in the most points, sweeping the
1500 and tne soo.
Senior John Metx proved he Is
back to form after taking a two
season rest, by winning both
events. Metx was paced by Steve
Goodwin, who finished second in
the two events. Baird was third in
the 1500, and Andy Tveekrem was
third in tne 800.
The Scots also swept the 110 hixh
hurdles, with Thomas leading the
pack. He was followed by Earle
Wise in second, and Mike Smith in
third. . -- , v-- 3
In the 400 meter run. Baird and
Craig Eisenfelder placed one and
two with times of 52.25 and 52.97.
respectively.
Tony Bensn was nipped out of
first place in the 100 meter dash,
and came in second, just ahead, of
Gary Adkins, in third.
wooster placed first and third in
the 400 meter hurdles, as Wise and
Smith finished 48J5 and 1:09.75.
respectively.
Eisenfelder and Dave Engler
placed second and third in the. 200
meter dash. v, T)
Scott Steffen placed third in the
steeple chase, with a time of 10:05.
his personal best
The 1600 meter relay , team of
Wise, Bruce Caldwell, Eisenfelder,
and Baird, pulled out a victory
after a close race with the Yoemen.
In the field events, Thomas add
ed two more first to his belt to
make a total of three firsts. Thom-
as leaped 20'7Vfc in the long lump
tor first and hit 5'10V4 in the hlxhjump, for his third fourth. He also
earned a third in the triple jump.
smith placed second in tne javel
in, with a throw of 123.25'. Wise
earned third in the javelin and the
high lump.
In the pole vault Smith won with
a vault of 11'.
John Srock put the shot 44'3.25"
for first place, less than two feet
away from qualifying distance.
Larry Salata placed third in the
discus.
"The weather definitely ham- -
us in these events." saidEaredreiner. "The men do't get enough
practice time, and then meet condi
tions have not been ideal." he said.
I'm pleased that they have been
able to do well."
I am really pleased with Chris
Thomas and John Metx," said Brei-
ner. "Chris did an excellent job in
all his races. John is coming back.
and his 4:11 1500 is an indication of
the frm that made him one. of the
best middle ditance runners In the
conference." he said.
The men's Lacrosse team recently dropped one game to seventh
ranked Denison, only to pick up one against Ashland earlier this
week. Photo by Matt CahUL t. r i
Scots Trounced By Denison;
Pounds Tough Ashland Team
BY BOBBY MOORE
- In the lacrosse team's last two
outings, the Scots battled against
severtn rated Denison and a tough
team from Ashland. The team took
a oeaung zrom Denison yet came
back to pound Ashland 11-- 1.
9,-iT-
he words of Coach. Marangi
ab the game with Denison were
Jnot too lengthy as the Scots were
really taken advantage of by the
seventn rated Denison squad, ' we
played with no intensity. There was
a lack of hustle and desire on thepart of the team. Denison Is sev-
enth in the nation and they showed
us why that afternoon."
-
"Some people played well and
put out good ; efforts, but others
didn't give a good, effort al aU."
Marangi further commented.
Among those Marangi is. speaking
of and who had a good game are
Kevin Balkan, Tom Hebble and
Mark Horner. Balkam had another
fine afternoon in the cage as he
hauled in 28 saves for the game.
Eager to snap out of the three
game losing streak they had fallen
into, the Scots faced their next
opponent with vengence. Ashland
was that unlucky foe and they
never really knew what hit them as
the. Scots fiished them off by a
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Score of 18-- 1. &' 'i,?-- u zus&q'JN
"We played very welL .DuMasJi
break finally got going, our unset-
tled games developed, tnd the 4&
tense did-- Super job.-'Saldll- araif
Sot the game. The game wasghlighteo by the. two recordsbelnV. Tne first' wet tetfleSst
number of goals allowed. The sec;
ond was the most number, of points
in a game by a player and tfcii
effort was achieved by junior Steve
Williams who poured In .five goals
and tlx assets. ' -
On the defensive tide tf thegame. the. consistent ' - Balkam
tabbed, in 18 more saves. Tom?orsternad a great day. "Tommy
played, the' best game of. his ca-
reer," aid: Marangi of Forester's
efforts J. . r ' ',-- 5
rl thought the game was going tobe closer, but this game shows
what we are capable of doing when
we. get our act together," added
Marangi. Hopefully the Scots will
keep their act together as they face
Michigan State and then Ohio Wes--
leyan in the next week. As for these
upcoming contests. Marangi re
plied. "We have to win in order to
establish ourselves as a contender
for the championships." v'
uase Ul lieaU Ave. . '- -'
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Oberlin Overpowered
By Wooster, 88-3-9
BY KATHARINE L. BLOOD
Overall team depth allowed The
College of Wooster women's track
team to overpower Oberlin 88-3-9
Tuedsay at Oberlin.
Robin Mayo lead the Scotties by
qualifying for nationals in both the
100 meter dash and the long jump.
Mayo won the long jump with the
leap of irsv" and placed second in
the 100 with the time of 12.5. Mayo
also anchored the winning 400 me-
ter relay team of Darlene Mitchell.
Darlene Kemp and Pam Willis
which finished a mere three tenths
of a second off from the national
qualifying time.
The rest of the sprinters also
fared well. Darlene Kemp took a
second in the long jump with
ir5W and the 100 meter hurdles
with the time of 15.5. Darlene also
won the 400 meter intermedite hur-
dles breaking her own record clock-
ing a 1:09.3.
Pam Willis won the 400 in the
time of 61' while Lynette Sigley
grabbed a third. The two joined
their efforts with Katie Blood and
Amy Smith to win the 1.600 meter
relay in 4:21.36.
Amy Smith led the middle dis-
tance runners winning both the
1.500 and the 800 with the times of
5:19 and 2:29. Mandy Burr and
Heather Blackie finished second
and third behind Smith in the 1,500
with the times of 5:20 and 5:36. Sue
Roberts placed third in the 800
rounding out the middle distance
performance.
Mandy Burr and Heather Blackie
continued to run well by capturing
first and second in the 3.000 clock-
ing 11:40 and 12:18.
In the throwing events Carrie
Bell won both the shot put and thejavelin with throws of 33'9" and
7211." Ruth Godocik and Cathy
Carson finished behind Bell in the
shot with a second and third. Ly-
nette Seigley won the discus with
103'5" with Bell in second.
Other fine performances were
turned in by Heather Murphy in the
400 meter intermediate hurdles and
Sue Roberts in the high jump.
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Thomas Excellsln Classroom, Ballcourt
Chris Thomas is a renaissance
man at The College of Wooster. Thejunior from Zanesville ended his
third year as a member of the
varsity basketball team with a 13.1
point per game average. He also
led the team under the board with
6.8 rebounds a game and was co-capt-ain
of the 1981-8- 2 Fighting
Scots.
He received the Most Valuable
Player award at the Scots' basket-
ball banquet Sunday and was hon-
orable mention in the Ohio Athletic
Conference (OAC).
When the Scots bowed out of the
OAC basketball tournament in the
second round, the following week-
end Thomas was at the OAC indoor
track and field -- championships
where he won the high jump with a
leap of 8--8 and set a school, record
in the process. .
Thomas is also a 3.0 plus student
in history at the college and plans
to pursue a career in law with his
eye on a seat in the Ohio Supreme
Court.
.
He is determined, dedicated and
driven to achieve the best he can in
everything he does. On top of it all,
he is a resident dormitory advisor
and has time for quite an active
social life.
Brew Brews More Drinkers
EVANSTON. nL (CPS) A
greater percentage of college stu-
dents than ever before is drinking
beer, but students are drinking a
little less of it than in the past,
according to a new survey of cam-
pus drinking habits.
As part of its Campus Monitor
series. CASS Student Advertising
found that 79 percent of the 1,173
students it asked nationwide are
regular beer drinkers.
By eonrast. 57 percent of the non-studen- ts
in the same age group
regularly drink beer.
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The spring track season is short
and the Scots have only a few
weeks before the OAC outdoor
championships May 7-- 8 at Baldwin-Wallac- e.
Thomas' best mark of the
season is 8-- 6 but with the warmer
weather he should see improve-
ment on that.
"The potential is there for Chris
to win the OAC's outdoors," said
coach Tim Breiner. "The weather
is cooperating now and he should
be able to get some good practice
time in. He is a gifted athlete and
fine jumper."
The Scots bad one of their highest
finishes in the OAC during the
indoor season. Breiner hopes that
the fifth place indoors will be
matched outdoors.
"With hard work and some
breaks we could finish as high as
fifth." said Breiner. "It would be a
first in quite few years for
Wooster."
Should Thomas win the OAC-- high
lump title that would guarantee a
berth to the NCAA national meet
May 25-2-9 at North Central College
in Naperville, HI.
And what is "enlightening" to the
College of Wooster is that Thomas
has one more year to spread his
talents around.
But this year's survey also found
that students' average beer con-
sumption has dropped from 54 to SO
ounces per week. That translates
into a little more than four cans
ft Wls
The college market is expand-
ing to include more beer drinkers,
but in a positive way," Rose con-
cludes. "Students are drinking
more responsibly, and they seem to
drink because they enjoy the beer.
There's much more variety in the
beer they drink, especially in im-
port beers."
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Comfortable Dining Facilities -
WE SERVE BEER
Keep Up The P.A.C.E.
BY DAVID BURKE
Sorry folks; if you're looking for
a controversial political issue, you
won't find it here. I thought I would
take some time out from the hum-
drum issues of Reagan's econom-
ics, which we have all beat to
death, and focus in on an issue
right here on campus somewhat
political and most definitely contro-
versial sexual harassment.
This sexual harassment problem
seems to exist only in the minds of
a select few who call themselves
"liberated women." The issue Is
quite trivial when kept within the
confines of the student body, how-
ever, it becomes an issue of the
greatest magnitude when a mem-
ber of our own faculty is accused of
sexual harassment Read on, it gets
better.
At the outset. Dr. Raitt was
wrong in what he did. In the event
that you are unaware of the events
of last Friday, allow me to fill you
in. As you might recall, last Friday
marked the end of hell week for the
sororities. A group of Peanut
pledges were singing on the back
stairs of McGaw Chapel while a
group of students and faculty ob-
served. The good professor strateg-
ically placed himself between the
singing group and onlooking crowd
and as be passed, raised his arm
and gesticulated in the direction of
the pledges.
Is this sexual harassment? Cer-
tainly it is. The fight over some
beer which also involved men and
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women reported in last week's
Voice is also a classic example of
sexual harassment, right? Come to
think about it. the editor of the Pot
has been practicing sexual harass-
ment hasn't be? Believe it or
not, an intoxicated young lady bad
the audacity to pinch my rear end
while I was dancing in Icabod'i last
Friday night I think I'm going to
have to take her to the Judicial
Board on that one!
Let's face it folks, you can't even
look at someone the wrong way
lately without getting accused of
sexual harassment
Rape, beatings, and excessive
foul Language are grounds for sex-
ual harassment; sexual harass-
ment that is to say, that is worthy
of serious concern. The Women's
Resource Center has made its
point Kevin Grubb has made his
and of course, Louise A.Eiintlum always makes her point
Let's not blow it out of proportion
by pointing the finger of doom
toward someone who may have
simply had a bad day.
As for the Fate of Dr. Raitt well,
be was wrong in what he did. I'm
sure there are those who feel he
should be removed from the Col-
lege or at the very least punished.
For those of you who have had the
man as a professor, I'm sure you
thought the event was funny. Un-
fortunately, I do not know the man.
yet have heard nothing but good
stories about him. Let It lie; wait
until President Copeland "flips"
someone off.
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See your Jostens' Representative.
Wednesday, April 28-1- 0 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Florence 0. Wilson Bookstore
